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Murray State Crushes
Div. III Anderson, 78-33
— See Sports

INSIDE: Driver Of S.C. Christmas Parade Float Charged With DUI, Kidnapping
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Sheriff-elect to examine Hazel patrol agreement
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL Ky. —Sheriff-elect Bill
Marcum will take a second look at
Hazel's previous law enforcement
agreement with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department to see what can be
done to provide the extra hours of protection lost recently because of a shortage of manpower.
During a meeting of the Hazel City
Commission Monday night, Marcum
asked for and was provided a copy of
the quarterly agreement that once provided 20 extra hours per week of law
enforcement patrols in Hazel.
Marcum made no promises, but said
he would look at the agreement in the
light of the sheriff's departments current
and future manpower situation and see
what could be done to renew it when he
takes over the job Jan. I.
"I would just like to review it and see
what 1 can do about picking that back
up." he said, pointing out that he may be
able provide the extra law enforcement
sought by the city in whole or in part by
utilizing part-time deputies or targeted
overtime.
In September, Sheriff Larry Roberts
requested that the agreement be temporarily suspended until the end of the
year. He said the department had lost at
least two officers since May and he
could no longer guarantee the fulfill-

ment of the contract.
However he emphasized that sheriff's patrols would continue in Hazel
and the surrounding area as part of the
department's regular patrol. but not at a
level beyond law enforcement protection provided other areas of the county.
Commission members and residents
have complained about juvenile vandalism. speeding and other incidents of
crime in Hazel that they hoped the sheriff's department could help alleviate
while under the agreement.
With the loss of the contract, the
commission was concerned that the
problems could only get worse. The city
is now organizing a neighborhood
watch group to assist any effort by law
enforcement.
Mayor Harold Pittman said the contract was important to the city and anything that could be done to renew it
would be welcome.
"I think the citizens felt a little safer
with the extra hours," he said.
Marcum also pledged his help in
dealing with some of the city's vehicle
speeding problems by assisting in
obtaining grant funds through the
Purchase Area Development District
and other sources. He also said he
would speak to officials he is familiar
with in state government concerning the

Localfamily has a
Coke, a smile, tickets
to Titans, memories
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Chris Satterwhite doesn't
drink much Coke, but the soft
drink company provided him
and his 10-year-old son a
chance to see the Tennessee
Titans defeat the Indianapolis
Colts and everything that goes
into the pre-game preparations.
The fact Rob Bironas kicked
the game-winning field goal
with seven seconds left capped
the second straight dramatic
comeback for the Titans and

rounded out an exciting day for
Chris and Dam Satterwhite.
Through a Coca-Cola bottlecap contest, Chris Satterwhite
won two free tickets to the
game, free autographed jerseys
and hats, a personal tour of L.P.
Field, a night's stay at the Hilton
and $500 cash.
-1 just thought it would be a
fun thing to do,- Satterwhite
said. "I knew my son would like
it. He watches all kinds of sports

Photo prowled

Chris Satterwhite, left, and his 10-year-old son Damn pose during a pre-game tour of L.P. Field in Nashville. The
Satterwhiles won a trip from Coca-Cola to see the Titans play
the Indianapolis Colts on Sunday. The prize also included
autographed jerseys and hats, 50-yard line seats and $500.
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Hazel Mayor Harold Pittman, nght, swears in commissioners-elect, from left. Karl Flood. Pat Latimer and Nancy
Mieure during a meeting at Hazel City Hall last night Mayor-elect Kerry Vasseur arid Commissioner Lon
Chariton, not present atthe meeting, must be sworn in before Jan 1

By GREG TRAVIS

Staff Writer
The annual Calloway County
Santa Project is now underway,
and organizers say 2006 looks to
be another great year for the
program. although donations
and volunteers are always needed.
to
Michelle
According
Hansen, Calloway County
Family Resource Center director, the Santa Project serves
school-age and younger children of the community by helping to provide such Christmas
items as clothes, gifts, books
and toys. The project is coordinated locally by members of
Calloway County's four Family
Service
Resource
Youth
Centers.
Hansen said that local residents wanting to offer support
can help in several ways.
"Residents can buy a gift of toys
or clothing and take it the
BB&T Bank's North Branch on
Chestnut Street now through
Dec. 16 between the hours of 9
a.m. and 4 p.m. They can sponsor a family and buy for a specific child or they can make a
donation to the Angel Fund.She said donations to the
Angel Fund are tax deductible
and checks can be sent to the
center at 1169 Pottertown Rd..
Murray. KY 42071.
She said residents can also
pick out a child's letter to Santa
or a family file at the Calloway
County Family Resource Center
at East Elementary School or
they can contact the Calloway
Youth Services Center to assist
older
children.
with
"Individuals, families, churches.
offices and other groups, clubs
and civic organizations are
encouraged to sponsor a child or
family"
Hansen noted that the cost to
sponsor a child can vary from

GREG TRAVIS.tsoop, A rime<

Jan Wilson, Karen Guthne. Barbara Hendon and Michelle Hansen wock on organizing items
at Santa's Workshop this morning The items will be used to help make Christmas a little
brighter for deserving children in the community.
$35 to $75 depending upon the
child's age and needs.
She pointed out that sponsoring a child in honor of a boss.
friend or family member is also
a popular method of helping
"As in years past, instead of
exchanging gifts in the office.
church or family. many people
might want to consider sponsoring and/or donating for a child
or family,- Hansen said
She added that donations from
people in the community make
it possible each year for children
in the county to have a brighter
Christmas.
"Volunteering time to assist in
putting together Santa boxes is
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alwayc appreciated,- she added.
Those wanting to volunteer to
help can and are always welcome. she said. Volunteer hours
are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m Monda.
through Friday She said workers would he at the BB&T hank
branch now through Dec. 14.
She noted that the gift of
money in the form of contributionsAkInations to the program
is always a great win to support
the Santa Protect. "We are certainn in need of donations this
year," she remarked "We really
need the cumin ot the local
c-ornmunity again, because more
than 40-percent of donated dollars are used to purchase cloth-

mg and teen items"
According to Hansen. parents
and/or guardians can appls tor
acceptance to the annual program 'There are income guidelines that must he met Ae also
take into consideration special
circumstances such as A recent
home fire or dottiest', situations,- she said
Children ot those acsepted
will write letters to Santa with
their "wish list" *tic! helps
sponsors fulfill many ot the
wants and needs of those in the
program She said clothing Is
the more appropnate gift for the
oftki students
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SheriffPolicelolls
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
opened 52 cases,
• In November, deputies served 120 papers;
including nine drug-related matters; responded to 33 crashes,
including six with injuries and one fatality; made 73 arrests; and
received 553 calls for service and 54 calls for animal control.
• A caller from Martha's Restaurant reported at 6:49 p.m. Fnday
someone stole or towed his semi-truck. The complaint was
referred to the Murray Police Department.
• A caller from Wells Purdom Road reported at 10:45 p.m. Friday
an ongoing problem with vandalism and littering.
Murray Police Department
• A theft was reported at Wiswell and Robertson roads at 7:37
a.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the station at 10:14 a.m. to report a theft.
• Douglas B. Harrison:49, of Murray, was arrested Monday on a
warrant charging him with fourth-degree assault.
• Someone came into the station at 8:28 p.m. Monday to report
a theft.
• Subjects were breaking into a vehicle at 405B Northwood at
1:27 a.m. Tuesday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A student at Springer College reported keys stolen from the
room at 1:40 p.m. Friday. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
• A cell phone was reported missiong from a Mercy Drive residence at 8:41 p.m. Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

•Titans ...
From Front
GREG TRAViSiLedoer & Times
PET THERAPY AT MSU: Students at Murray State University enjoyed interacting with visiting pets Monday at MSU's
Waterfield Library. Sponsored by the university's libraries and the Calloway County Humane Society, the event gives stud therapy cat, are:
dents a chance to take a break from their studies. Pictured above, visiting with "Dudley" a five -yea
Chuan-Yang Chang, a senior language major; Yu-Ting Chang, a senior language major; and Hsinc an Hsu, an organizational communications graduate student. The three are from Taiwan.

Float driver in S.C. Christmas
parade charged with DUI

Gas prices
up a nickel
, WASHINGTON (AP) —
The price of gasoline
climbed by a nickel last
weeklo an average of $2.30
nationwide.
federal
Energy
The
Information Administration
said Monday that • U.S.
motorists paid $2.297 a gallon on average for regular
grade last week, an increase
of 5.1 cents from the previous week.
Pump prices are now 15
'cents higher than a year ago
and roughly 75 cents a gallon lower since the start of
August.
Gasoline prices were
:most expensive last week on
the West Coast, averaging
$2.485 per gallon, and
cheapest in the Gulf Coast
region, averaging $2.182 per
gallon, according to the EIA.

COLUMBIA,—S.C.(AP) — A man driving a
float in the Anderson Christmas parade has been
charged with drunk driving after he passed another float then sped down Main Street, police say.
When officers caught up to 42-year-old David
Allen Rodgers, he had an open container of alcohol in the truck he used to haul the children and
adult's on the float for the Steppin' Out Dance
Studio, Anderson Police spokeswoman Linda
Dudley said.
Witnesses said Rodgers was driving in line in
Sunday's parade when he pulled out to pass a tractor in the float.
Rodgers sped down Main Street and ran a red
light, while a witness on the float called 911 on a

•Santa Project ...
From Front

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a
public forum at the preschool
on Dec. 14 at 6:15 p.m. to discuss a health and wellness
policy.
•The Housing Authority of
Murray has developed an
agency plan in compliance
with the Quality Housing and
Work Responsibility Act of
1998 and is available for
review at 716 Nash Dr..
through Jan. 16 from 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A public hearing is
planned for Jan. 16 at noon at
the Authority's office.
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Neevi.A.kig

Hansen said the program
served 713 children last year
and she expects that number to
be even higher this year. She
said 470 kids have already
signed up for this year's program."We want families to realI LiCKEC TH T
fANF ou jUST ATE

Dec. 5
20 shopping
days to Christmas

ize that the Santa Project is a
supplemental program and that
we will do all we can to help and
empower them at Christmas.
But we also want them to recognize that they still need to do
what they can, too."
She stressed that donations,
especially for boys and
teenagers was greatly needed.
Hansen said there are several
guidelines available to residents
to help with making the Santa
Project a successful experience
for everyone. Among those suggestions are the following:
— Assess the most critical
needs for the children's
toys,
Christmas (clothes,
Christmas tree, etc.);
— Make every effort to preserve the fantasy of Santa Claus
for little children;

— Coordinate with parents on
purchase of toys/clothing, etc.;
— Respect parents' feelings
about certain gifts;
— Do not wrap gifts; •
— Try to be sensitive to the
family's financial needs;
— Try to determine what
would be normal for the family
for Christmas so that expectations are not created this year
that cannot be maintained in
future years; and
— Make every effort to preserve the dignity and role of parents in making a nice family
Christmas a reality.
For more information, guidelines or suggestions contact the
Calloway
County
Family
Resource Center at East
Elementary School at 762-7333
or 978-0542.
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cell phone, police said.
Officers started chasing Rodgers, who didn't
stop for three miles. Once he pulled over, he tried
to attack an officer. Dudley said.
Rodgers, whose child was on the float, faces
more than three dozen charges, including DUI, 18
counts of kidnapping and assaulting an officer,
authorities said.
A woman who answered the phone at Rodgers'
home would not talk to a reporter and a message
left at the dance studio was not returned Monday.
Rodgers will have a, bond hearing on the kidr traffic
napping charge Tuesday. He has a
offense, but Anderson Police official's could not
elaborate on the charge.
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on TV — even more than I do."
But Satterwhite entered just once.
"I don't drink many soft drinks and I only entered it once. You
can enter up to 20 times each day," Satterwhite said. —The Titans
executive asked me how many times I entered and I said just once.
He said, 'I guess that's all it takes.—
The Satterwhites' day began with an 8:30 a.m. tour of the facility. The elder Satterwhite said they were shown L.P. Field "from top
to bottom, side to side, and all over the field" — everything except
the cheerleaders' lockerroom, where the women were getting read)
They even had a few minutes with Titans mascot T-Rac.
Wearing No. 93 jerseys. they attracted the attention of Titans
defensive end Kyle Vanden Bosch. who wears that number. The
contest winners knew they'd received jerseys and hats — they just
didn't know they'd meet the player whose name was on their backs
But Vanden Bosch was on the field before the game. "That wasn't supposed to be part of it," Satterwhite said."He just saw us while
he was out stretching."
Once game time came,the Satterwhites took their seats at the 50yard line. During breaks in the action. Dain flipped through the program, learning about the players. Dad expects Dain to follow the
Titans a bit closer now.
The Titans were down 14-0 in the first half and started their
comeback before the break. After beating younger brother Eli in
dramatic fashion a week earlier, the Titans intercepted Colts quarterback Peyton Manning twice en route to the win.
"It was an exciting game," Satterwhite said. "That was just icing
on the cake."
Aside from the game, Chris Satterwhite and his family — including wife, Lisa. and I4-year-old daughter, Taylor— also stayed at the
Hilton, which he called "the nicest hotel I've ever been in."
The girls, though, went shopping while the guys spent Sunday at
L.P. Field.
But back at the hotel. Satterwhite was met with a surprise.
"I was standing there waiting for the elevator door to open and
there was Al Gore staring at me." he said of the former vice president from Tennessee who was talking on the telephone.
All in all, the Satterwhites enjoyed themselves — andithe one
bottle of Coke that got them there.

II Hazel ...
many streets as possible in the
spring. but wanted to do what
placement of speed limit signs could be done to keep the streets
along U.S. 641 and State Line in as good condition as possible
until more permanent work
Road.
In other action, Pittman could be performed.
The commission obtained
swore in Nancy Mieure, Pat
Latimer and Karl Flood to two- bids for proposals for paving
year terms as Hazel city com- several streets in the summer,
missioners. Mayor-elect Kerry but later dropped all bids
Vasseur and Commissioner Lori because of unexpectedly high
Charlton were not present at the costs.
"I had someone today to ask
meeting and will be sworn in
me to thank the commission for
later in the month.
Pittman noted that new offi- fixing the streets." Mieure said.
Also, Latimer noted that
cers must be sworn in by Jan. 1
or the positions would be con- Christmas lights have been
installed on the city's historicalsidered vacant.
Pittman, who did not seek ly-designed street lights for the
election to a second term, said holiday season and look better
good-bye to commission mem- than ever.
Last year"the lights were
bers and wished them" well.
"It's been fun and I was glad removed before Christmas
to work with you these last four because too many of them were
year. It was a real learning expe- not working properly. However
rience," he said, pledging his the lighting has been replaced
willingness to assist the transi- with fixtures that are more
durable and easier to maintain.
tion if needed.
"As for the new faces, good according to Latimer.
"I ji.Nt want to say a special
luck to you and gjou need any
help from me just call me." he thank you to Hughes Bennett,
Gerald Ray and Hillis Farris for
said.
Commissioner
Linda all they did," she said. "There
Harding. who was appointed to were others that also contributed
the job in 2005 and chose not to to the project, but they did the
seek an elected term, also said most and I want to thank them
farewell to the commission. very much."
Harding had encouraged Flood
According to a financial
to run for the office as a write-in report provided by City Clerk
candidate to fill the job.
Janice Wilkinson,. Hazel city
Meanwhile, Mieure said government began the month of
Murray Paving Co. has finished November with a balance of
filling potholes that have $263,560. Receipts for the
plagued many of the city's month from tax collections and
streets.
other sources to the general and
"They're finished," she said. fire funds brought in $11,439
"I think we're set until spring Expenses were listed at $3,546.
when we can get some more The city ended the month with a
work done."
balance of $271,453.
The city plans to pave as
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Hiring probe cost taxpayers more
than $2 million
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The lengthy investigation into Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's hiring practices has cost taxpayers at least $2.1
million, but that's not the full cost.
The exact amount remains unknown because Fletcher and
Attorney General Greg Stumtx) can't say how much time their
staffs spent on the case, which involved 18 months of legal wrangling.
The Fletcher administration has paid at least $1.9 million to
eight law firms to defend the governor's office and state agencies,
The Courier-Journal of Louisville reported. Attorney General Greg
StumIxi's office spent $182.1(X) on a consultant, scanning services
and overtime pay, the newspaper said.
It cost more than $10,000 for the Franklin County special grand
jury to meet for 15 months to investigate whether Fletcher's administration illegally rewarded political supporters with state jobs.
The grand jury indicted Fletcher on misdemeanor charges that
were dropped in August in a deal with prosecutors.
The grand jury's findings, released last month, said Fletcher had
approved a "widespread and coordinated plan" that was designed to
skirt state hiring laws. The grand jury's report said it found
instances when existing state employees were fired or reassigned so
the governor's supporters, some with fewer qualifications, could
get their jobs.

Demonstrators call court hearing
of truth' for schools

'
moment
WASHINGTON(AP)— For Mary Myers, her T-shirt said it all:
"Proud parent supporting Jefferson County public schools."
Myers. 48. of Louisville kept her coat unbuttoned even in the
face of biting winds Monday so her message would stand out.
An African-American mother of two children in Louisville public schools, Myers said she came to the U.S. Supreme Court
Monday to remind justices that most parents in Louisville support a
system that use: race as a basis for assigning students to public
schools.
"I've come to the conclusion that kids need to be educated
together. They. will go to college together and work together. why
not start out together?" she asked.
Myers was one of several hundred demonstrators who rallied in
favor of affirmative action outside the marbled Supreme Court
building. The Supreme Court on Monday wrestled with voluntary
integration plans in public schools, asking whether programs in
Louisville. Ky., and Seattle are acceptable moves toward student
diversity or other names for illegal racial quotas.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, who could hold the decisive vote,
joined his .conservative colleagues in expressing deep skepticism
about the programs.
The Seattle district seems to be telling its high school students
who are subject to the plan that "everybody can get a meal." but that
- only certain people can get "dessert." kennedy said. He was refer. nng to the fact that some students did not get assigned to the
schools they preferred based on their race.
About Louisville's system-wide assignment plan. Kennedy said,
"It's a troubling case."
The court's four liberal justices indicated they see no constitutional problem with school districts that factor in a student's race in
an effort to have individual school populations approximate the
racial makeup of the entire system. Federal appeals courts have
upheld both programs.
In Louisville, the school system spent 25 years under a federal
court order to desegregate its system. The school board decided to
keep much of the court-ordered plan in place to prevent schools
from re-segregating.

Louisville smoking ban draws lawsuit
from bingo halls
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A new smoking ban that takes effect
next year in Louisville but exempts Churchill Downs is unconstitutional, a group of Louisville bingo halls and the Kentucky
Charitable Gaming Association contend in a lawsuit
The lawsuit claims that the exemption violates equal protection
and due process clauses of the U.S. Constitution and that the ban
deprives owners of their property without compensation.
The lawsuit, filed Wednesday in Jefferson County Circuit Court,
also claims the law violates the state constitution's ban on "special
legislation" intended to help or protect a specific entity or person.
Louisville bars filed a similar lawsuit Nov. 14 in circuit court.
That lawsuit claims an exemption allowing smoking at Churchill
Downs violates the state constitution.
Louisville's new smoking ban takes effect in July. It prohibits
smoking in every building in Jefferson County except for homes,
Churchill Downs' facilities and a tobacco manufacturing plant.
The ordinance allows smoking at facilities that are owned,
leased or operated by entities licensed and regulated by the
Kentucky Horse Racing Authority. Churchill, according to the suit,
"is the only entity that fits the ... exemption and therefore stands to
enjoy an economic benefit."
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MORE LIGHTS: Department of Parks employees Billy Warf, left, and Bobby Hams unload new Christmas lighting that will be added to the department's "Festival of Lights" display at Central Park Director Matt Martin said Monday that about two
dozen new pieces of lighting would soon be installed to add the beauty of the display and invites everyone to come out
and see it for themselves. The display runs through Dec 29.
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Experts: Coal industry must build
new 'culture of prevention'
MORGANTOWN,W.Va.(AP)-- Coal companies must replace
by-the-book compliance with a culture of prevention if they want to
eliminate the underground fires and explosions that are killing mMers, says a panel of experts releasing recommendations for the
industry Tuesday.
The Mine Safety Technology and Training Commission has
studied 25 years of fires and explosions to produce more than 70
recommendations aimed at eliminating deaths and serious injuries
in an industry that has had its worst year in decades.
Complying with state and federal regulations is insufficient
because not every risk can be addressed in a rapidly changing environment, said Larry Grayson, commission chairman and a professor of mining engineering at the University of Missoun-Rolla.
"Unfortunately, it's easy to interpret that if I comply with the
minimum requirements of the law, I'm going to be OK," Grayson
said. "That's often a had assumption."
The report, which was to be unveiled at a mining conference in
Pittsburgh, also aims to increase the odds of survival when accidents happen. Suggestions range from investment in new breathing
devices and communications technology to reality-based training
scenarios for miners and rescue teams.
The report also urges a shift in status quo for the federal Mine
Safety and Health Administration when it comes to deploying
mine-rescue teams. The commission said companies should be able
to relax safety standards when lives are at risk and tighten them
when property recovery is the sole objective.
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My memo
A memo by outgoing Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
recommending changes in U.S. strategy in Iraq is being spun
in some quarters as a declaration of capitulation. In fact, it
is akin to what an assistant coach for an under-performing
NFL team might hand to the head coach, if the assistant
seeks to alter a game plan so that his team will win.
Winning in Iraq, however, does not seem to be a pnonty
for growing numbers of American politicians. They are like the crowd at a football game that sees the home team losing
and heads for the exits before the game is
over, only to miss the big comeback and
victory. Unlike football, however, the only
"game" following a failure to prevail in
Iraq will be one in which the United
States is the biggest loser.
In his memo, Rumsfeld's list of "above
the line" options contain an element of
troop reductions, but his recommendations
Cal's
are designed to put progress ahead of pullThoughts out, so that withdrawal follows the attainBy Cal Thomas ment of a more stable Iraq, instead of
impeding it. That is the main difference
Syndicated
between the Rumsfeld memo and the vocifColumnist
erous "withdraw now" crowd. Rumsfeld and
President Bush want to see an,independent and stable Iraq
achieved first.
The leak of the Rumsfeld memo precedes the Iraq Study
Group report, due Dec. 6. About it, retired military officer
Ralph Peters writes in The Weekly Standard. "No matter the
politically correct language in which it may be couched, the
group's fundamental recommendation will be to return to a
foreign policy in which the quest for stability trumps freedom, ignores human rights, frustrates the will of ordinary
people, and violates elementary decency. By resisting change,
the study group will only make the changes that do come to
the Middle East even more explosive and anti-American."
There is something else the Iraq Study Group is unlikely
to address. It is the loss of fear by our enemies. The United
States of America was once feared and respected around the
world. Once, few would have dared kidnap an American
because of certain retribution. The loss of fear started with
Jimmy Carter, who allowed followers of Iran's Ayatollah
Khomeini to hold American hostages for 444 days. It was
no coincidence that Khomeini released the hostages just 20
minutes after Ronald Reagan's inaugural address. Khomeini
must have believed reports that Reagan was a "cowboy" and
might flatten Iran, with nuclear bombs.
It's been the game with Israel. The late Prime Minister
Menachem Begin believed in retaliation against anyone who
attacked Israel. On Dec. 3, the Israeli cabinet voted to continue the policy of restraint in the Gaza Strip (there is no
restraint by Israel's enemies). This, despite the ongoing Qassam rocket attacks on Israel from Gaza. So ISraelis are to
die for the sake of the government's public relations? It's
gotten so bad - and Israel is perceived as so weak - that
the Israelis are appealing to convicted terrorist Marwan
Barghouti (now serving five life sentences) to help, broker a
ceasefire. This is like asking "comediar&Michael Richards
for advice on how to combat racist languagT---,._
Instead of retaliation, we get weakness from Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert: "We must act responsibly and wisely,
while considering all aspects of the matter." Foreign Minister
Tzipi ILivni adds, the "situation is sensitive and we must act
wisely and with serious consideration." That kind of rhetoric
is unlikely to strike fear in the hearts of terrorists whose
only "serious consideration" is to seriously destroy Israel and
the United States.
Has everyone forgotten what the world looked like when
America (and Israel) was feared? Have the foreign policy
castrati taken over? Does no one sing baritone anymore? The
terrorists in Iraq, and among us, use fear as a primary tactic. We form study groups and issue statements saying we
must "act wisely." Iraq's dictator Malunoud Ahmadinejad
vows to obliterate Israel and U.S. diplomats recommend we
talk to him.
Whatever happened to "if you touch us, it will be the
last thing you touch"? Ah, but that was before political correctness and sensitivity training. Now, the only thing the
thugs have to fear is fear itself. They certainly don't fear us.
And that's my "memo."

FYI
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield announced his Capitol Hill office
will move to a new location. Whitfield's new Office location and address will be:
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield
2411 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
The office phone and lax numbers will remain the
same: (202) 225-3115 and (202) 225-3547 respectively.
In addition, constituents may still e-mail Whitfield by visiting his website at: www.house.gov/whitfield.
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'The After-Death Room'
World AIDS Day passed with barely
a whimper on Dec. 1. With about
40,000 new cases in the U.S. each
year, and the Purchase Area claiming
less than 150 of those, one could point
to vehicle accidents or smoking as
being more newsworthy. Nevertheless,
most of us know at least one person
affected by the disease, and all of us
are living in a world
where whole countries
are being decimated
by HIV.
'Indiana native
Michael McColly tells
stories of AIDS in his
remarkable new book,
Main Street "The After-Death
By Constance Room." Sub-titled
"Journey into Spiritual
• Alexander
McColly's
Local
odyssey begins in
Columnist
Africa, where he was
a Peace Corps volunteer in the early
1980's. One morning, when the rainy
season had just begun, a disembodied
voice on his short wave radio
announced that doctors in America had
identified a "mysterious virus" that
destroyed the immune system and had
been detected in homosexual and bisex•
ual men. The outcome for most of
these cases was swift but not simple:
death.
Despite the unsettling news, McColly
attempted to go about his work. No
matter how hard he tried, he could not
erase the frightening announcement that
replayed over and over in his brain. He
had left America and joined the Peace
Corps to escape his own history of
addictions and sexual confusion, hoping
the love of a woman would somehow
clarify his sexual orientation. Ironically,
the same month he heard that radio
report, June 1982, he had fallen in love
with a half-Irish, half-Sicilian woman
from Connecticut.
Suddenly, with AIDS hanging over
him like the sword of Damocles. he
felt like a fugitive who had run out of
hiding places.
"The After-Death Room".4,hronicles
Michael McColly's exploration of the
personal geography of AIDS, as well as
his encounters with others fighting the

in -McColly's book takes place in Senepandemic worldwide. As the first HI Vgal, when he interviews a group of
positive writer to report on global
activism associated with AIDS, McColly female sex workers. At first, the
women are hesitant to discuss their
scraped enough money together to travwork, but they all claim they refuse
el to South Africa, Thailand, India,
any customer who refuses to use a
Vietnam, and Senegal to find out how
condoin. When McColly asks if they
AIDS patients fared in those countries,
know anyone with AIDS, they all shake
and to teach the discipline of Yoga. a
spiritual practice that has helped him
their heads no, but when he probes
maintain his health and vigor after
further and asks if they worry about
years of living HIV-positive.
the disease, they nod yes and look
away.
One hopeful story in The After
—Death Room is Senegal's "'wire contre
The silence that ensued provoked
le SIDA," or battle against AIDS. This
McColly to abandon his objective
country of less than 9 million has not
reporter status and confess that he was
been totally overwhelmed by the dis-.
HIV-positive. With that, the women
ease, as many other African tiations
pleaded for his help at the same time
have. The reasons are clear and simple: they offered their sympathy for his illIn the early 80's, when the World
ness.
Health Organization and the United
"The After-Death Room" is filled
Nations predicted potentially devastating
with heroic individuals doing important
outcomes for ignoring AIDS, Senegal
work with little fanfare, and Michael
acted quickly to, prepare for the battle.
McColly concedes it is easy to romanSenegalese doctors helped to discover
ticize them. In the book's epilogue, he
the first cases in their country and also
asserts that this brand of activism is
identified HIV 2, a new strand of the
"neither new nor revolutionary:"
virus.
throughout history charities and reliRather than ignoring the threat, the
gious groups have worked tirelessly
Senegalese government consolidated
among the poor and the sick. He also
health-care agencies and organizsil them contends that 1-11V prevention demands
under one office, with a cabinet level ,
pragmatic approaches to address the
director reporting to the president of
basic needs and requisite life-skills for
the country. The government agency
those at-risk. In one of many aspects.
coordinated it efforts with powerful
AIDS is a malady of the .poorest and
Islamic groups, recognizing the influmost helpless members of any culture.
ence of imams and rural clerics on
The work continues for McColly and
spreading the word about prevention.
thousands of others involved in AIDS
Low consumption of alcohol in
activism, and though he traveled thouIslamic countries is a factor that seems
sands of miles and has written hunto inhibit the spread of AIDS in Senedreds of pages„ he concludes with a
gal, as does male circumcision, which
is believed to reduce heterosexual trans- question we all can ponder: "Why is it
that we must listen to the stories, of
mission. In addition, sex workers regisothers before we can realize that the
ter at government-run public health
clinics, and HIV testing has been added story we need to tell is our own?"
"The After-Death Room" was pubto the basic Health care services.
lished by Soft Skull Press. Information
Despite those efforts, however, thouabout Michael McColly is available on
sands of women remain outside the
his Website, http://mccolly.ecopr.net . A
system, and their number is growing.
series of articles about AIDS, including
Also adding to the threat are political
coverage of AIDS in Kentucky, is
and economic instability that bring
refugees from other countries into Sene- available on the Courier-Journal site.
gal, as well as the move toward globwww.courier-journal.com
alization that lures Senegalese abroad to
look for work When they come home,
Read Main Street online at
they bring cultural influences and diswww.murrarledger.com. Contact the
eases along with them.
columnist directly at constancealexanOne of the many memorable scenes
derfg newwarecomm.net.
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MOM
WUIs Bucy
A graveside service for Willis Bury will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. at Murray Memonal Gardens.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Bucy,96, Murray, died Monday Dec. 4, 2(8)6, at 4:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A refitted janitor for the Bank of Murray, he was a member of
New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Catherine Smith Bucy. one
son. Shirley S. Bucy; one brother, Frank Bucy; and one grandchild.
Born Aug. 31, 1910, in Calloway County. he was the son of the late
\Salter Hardin Bucy and Birdie Mae Henderson Bucy.
. Survivors include one son.. Lonnie H. Bury and wife, Marlene,
Detroit, Mich.: one sister, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Paris, Tenn.; eight
,:randchildren.
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Top Senate Democrat says Gates would
face huge challenge in Iraq if confirmed

WASHINGTON (AP) bet of the conurussion. which IN
Robert Gates, the White House
headed by fo,w Secretars
choice to be the next defense
State James A Bakes III and tor
secretary, will face a "monumet Rep Lee Hamilton. Is- nd
mental challenge" in correcting
As defense secretars. Gates
mistakes in Iraq, the incoming
would have to work with a
chairman of the Senate Armed
Democratic -led
Congress
Services Committee said this
Reflecting that. reality. Sen John
morning.
Warner. chairman of the Senate
Sen. Carl Levitt, D-Mich.,
Armed Sees ices CoThauttee fix
said that Gates would fact an
now, said Bush should solicit
array of problems should he be
on s meis the opinions of
confirmed as expected to
Democrats before forging a new
Curtis Allen Wolfe
replace Donald H. Runasfeld,
strategy on Iraq.
Me funeral for Curtis Allen Wolfe will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. and will have a duty to "speak
Gates, 63, was announced bs
In the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
truth to power" when it comes to
Bush as his choice to replace
Visitation will be at thetiuneral home from noon to 2 p.m. giving advice on the war.
Rumsfeld on Nos 8, the itas
"If confirmed as secretary of
A ednesday. •
after congressional elestions
that were widely interpreted as a
Expressions of sympathy may be made to your favorite charity in defense, Robert Gates will face
the monumental challenge of
suer of no confidence it the
tilemory Of Curtis Wolfe.
adnumstration's Iraq policy
Mr. Wolfe, 19, Bethel Road, Mirray, died Saturday. Dec. 2. 2005, picking up the pieces from broken policies and mistaken priorlie was expected to face
it 7..
. • t his home.
ities for the past few years,"
questioning on a range of issues,
A 2005 gra
f Calloway County High School, he was a
Levin said at the opening of
including re-equipping a milimember of Bethel United • "1Ni
utrh.
Gates's confirmation hearing.
tary strained by the wars in Iraq
He was born Jan. 31. 1987. in Murra
eding him in death "First and foremost, this means
and Afghanistan. increasing the
were his grandfather. Charles Dale Bynum
I •s grandmother, addressing the ongoing crisis in
size of the Arms and Marine
Eva Lee Bynum.
Iraq."
Corps. how to approach relaSurvivors include his parents, Rodger and Carol
num Wolfe,
As defense secretary, Gates
tions with China. North Korea
one sister, Ashley Wolfe, one brother. Justin Wolfe, grandmother, would have to work with a
and Iran. and whether to limit
Sirs. Margaret Delores Rose. one aunt, Karen Eldridge and husband. Democratic-led Congress next
the Pentagon's dominance in the
Mike, one uncle. Steve Bynum, and two cousins, Michael Eldridge year. Reflecting that reality,
intelligence arena.
and wife. Amber, and Kristin Henges and husband. Tim, all of Republican Sen. John Warner,
Levin was among 3I senators
chairman of the Senate Armed
Murray.
Who voted against Gates to
Services Committee for now,
become CIA chief in 1991
said Bush should solicit privateDuring that year's hearings.
James Wesley Taylor
Gates faced accusations by CIA
The funeral for James A esley Taylor was Monday at 1 p.m. in the ly the opinions of leading lawchapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Frank Queen and makers of both parties before
AP officials that he manipulated
Rev. Joe D. Thom will officiate. Burial was in the Pace Cemetery at forging a new strategy on Iraq.
Defense Secretary-designate Robert Gates, President Bush's intelligence as a senior analyst
Warner said the president had choice to replace Donald Rumsfeld.
Hardin. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
arrives for his confirma- in the 1980,s in order to support
a "moral obligation" to U.S.
2555 Jackson St., Paducah. Ky.. 42003.
tion hearing before the Senate Armed Services Committee on White House policy.
troops in Iraq and their families
Also, some doubted he had
Mr. Taylor. 81, Fourth Street. Hardin, died Fnday.
Capitol Hill in Washington this morning.
to seek out the Congress' views
told all he knew about the Iran
..ik
.. Dec. 1, 2006, at 10:43 p.m. at his home.
as he considers new policy
Contra scandal, which erupted
A retired truck driver, he was a member of options for Iraq. The bipartisan will devolve into all-out civil bnefly at the White House
in
1956 after the Reagan adminLighthouse Baptist Church. An Army veteran of the Iraq Study Group is scheduled to war, and whether Prime Minister before Gates went to Capitol istration secretly sold arms to
Noun
al-Maliki's
government
Hill
to
be
questioned.
Rush
preEuropean/African Theater area of World War 11, he release its recommendations on
Iran in hopes of freeing hostages
dicted that Gates "will be a. fine
was the recipient of the Purple Heart. He was a member of Disabled Wednesday, and the administra- can ever be effective..
in Lebanon, then used profits
Gates.
a
former
CIA
director
defense
secretary"
and
said
American Veterans.
tion has its own reviews under
from
the sales to help the Contra
who has no experience in the -those who wear the uniform
Preceding him in death were one son. Ronnie Taylor, and three way.
rebels
in Nicaragua
Pentagon, was introduced at his know they will have a friend at
brothers, Bill. Shields and Bob Taylor. He was the son of the late
"You simply have to be fearRand Beers, a former intelliconfirmation hearing by former the Defense Department in Bob
less" in advising the president
Harley Taylor and Bertha Castleberry Taylor.
gence official who served as forSen. Bob Dole. a Republican Gates."
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Ann Darnall Taylor; three on Iraq and other vexing prob- from Gates'. home
eign policy adviser to Sen. John
state of
There has been little sign that
Democratic presidential
daughters, Mrs. Paulette Lovett and Mrs. Shirley Clark. both of lems, the Virginia senator said.
Kansas. and former Sen. David Democrats, poised to take con- Kerry's
The confirmation hearing
Moridas
Benton, and Mrs. Susan Graff. Redford. Mich.; two stepsons, Tom
Boren. an Oklahoma Democrat trol of Congress in January. will campaign in 2004. said
Beach, Tennessee, and David Beach, Finton, Mich.; two sisters, comes amid intensifying pres- who was chairman of the Senate block his nomination. In fact. that Iraq stands out as the issue
Mrs. Helen Frick, Boaz, and Mrs. Susie Body. Benton; two brothers, sure on Bush to take a new Intelligence Committee while key Democrats are eager to on which Gates will be judged.
-The secretary of defense
Jody Taylor and Delben Taylor, both of Benton; 14 grandchildren; approach in Iraq, reflecting the Gates headed the CIA.
switch Pentagonrhiefs as quickoutcome of the Nov. 7 elections
must demonstrate a change in
10 great-grandchildren.
President Bush gave Gates a ly as possible.
that put Democrats back in concourse in what is now AITIVICZ.s
White House send-off earlier
Congress and the president
trol of both houses of Congress.
Tuesday. inviting his nominee to are awaiting the recommenda- largest and most immediate
Vernon Dale Colson
U.S. deaths in Iraq are
seeunty issue. Iraq." he said
The funeral for Vernon Dale Colson was Monday at II a.m. in the approaching 2,900 and a relent- breakfast and telling reporters tions on Wednesday of the Iraq
"He
must lay out a clear path
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. C.C. Brasher officiat- less insurgency and escalating afterward that "he's going to do Study Group. the bipartisan forward that
includes his views
an
excellent
job
for
us."
commission examining new
ed. Burial was in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
sectarian violence are raising
on what American troop levels
Bush and Gates, a former S approaches to the war. Until his
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice. 2855' questions about whether Iraq
CIA director, appeared together nomination. Gates was a mem- should be"
Jackson St.. Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mr. Colson. 57, W. First Street, Benton, died Friday. Dec. I.
2006, at 12:50 p.m. at his home. A truck driver for many years, he
was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church and a lifetime
member of the NRA and the North Ameba:an Hunters Club.
ELIZABETHTON, Tenn. quent search, the militias said.
members on board the Marine
"He was a tine soung man,
Preceding him in death were his parents, Curt C. Colson and (AP) - The father of an
Military officials said the hel- helicopter.
loved the Marines, and was the
Sarah Kathleen Cmtzer Colson, and one half sister, Mable Hamlin. Elizabethton Marine said his son icopter
had
experienced
Adkins'
grandmother. kind they (the Mannes) look
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ada May Riley Colson. to whom was among four service mem- mechanical problems and was Mayrine Adkins, told The for.- the father told the
he had been married for 40 years; one daughter. Mrs. Tia Colson bers killed Sunday when a heli- not hit by gunfire. The names of Jackson Sun that Adkins was on Elizabethton Star "He was a
Collins and husband, Shannon. Benton; one son, Rodney Dale copter made an emergency land- the victims have not yet been board the helicopter and has real patriot."
Colson, West Chester, Pa.; one sister. Mrs. Barbara Homer, Walker, ing in a lake in Anbar, Iraq.
released to the public.
body was recovered.
The Marine helicopter went
Maj. Trane McCloud, 39.
The Department of Defense
W.Va.; one brother. Kenneth (Bubba) Colson. Palma; two grandAdkins is assigned to the down in Anbar- a province the
children. Cody Dale Collins and Chaney Rea Collins, both of was killed when a Sea Knight announced later on Monday that Group Support Battalion, 5th size of North Carolina that
13enton; several nieces, nephews, sisters-in-law and brothers-in-law. helicopter carrying 16 service another Tennessee service mem- Special Forces Group at Fort stretches west from Baghdad to
members went down, his father. ber, Army Spc. Dustin M. Campbell. Ky.
the borders of Syria. Jordan and
Ron McCloud, told The Adkins, was missing' in a heliMcCloud's family said the Saudi Arabia - where many of
Mrs. Rove L Coyle VanHatingen
copter emergency landing in the Marine served almost 17 years Iraq's Sunni Arab insurgent
The funeral for Mrs. Reva L. Coyle VanHarlingen was Monday Associated Press on Monday.
Twelve
passengers
Anbar province on Sunday.
and began his tour in Iraq in groups are based. A U S tighter
survived;
in the Lone Oak Chapel of Miltitr & Orr Funeral Home. Rev. Earl
a Marine was pulled from the
Military officials in Baghdad September Ron McCloud said let crashed last week in a field in
Dickerson officiated. Burial was in the Woodlawn Memorial
water but attempts to resuscitate and the Department of Defense his son has a wife and three chil- the region, killing the Air Force
Gardens, Paducah.
him were unsuccessful. The in Washington could not con- dren who live in Oahu. Hawaii. pilot.
Concord
United
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
bodies of three missing service firm late Monday night whether at the Kaneohe Bay Marine
Methodist Church Minivan Fund, 5178 Hinkleville Road, Paducah. members were found in a subse- Adkins was among the service Corps
Base.
Ky., 42001; Alzheimers Association, 922 E. Colfax Ave., South
Bend. Ind.. 46617; or Center for Hospice, III Sunnybrook Ct.,
South Bend. Md., 46637-3437. Tributes may be left online at
www.milnerandortcom.
Mrs. VanHarlingen. 84. South Bend, Ind.. died Friday, Dec. I.
2006, at Sunrise Home, Mishawaka. Ind. Born Dec. 27, 1921, in
of 9 A 111
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Thompson and George Thomas Housden.
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COMMUNITY
Cookbook
published by
Murray's First
Baptist Church
First Baptist Church of Murray has collected the best
recipes from group members.
family and friends and complied them into an attractive
keepsake cookbook.
The one-of-a-kind cookbook
are being sold for $8 each and
may be purchased in the church
office at 203 S. Fourth St.,
Murray.
The cookbook contains 205
recipes including appetizers,
main dishes, desserts and many
others. Recipes include the contributor's names, enabling you
to find the recipes of family
and friends.
For more information contact Joetta Kelly, minister of
preschool and children, at 7531854.

Leadership Murray Alumni
plans event on Dec. 18
Leadership Murray Alumni will meet
for the Christmas Exchange on Monday.
Dec. 18, at noon at Mugsy's Hideout on
the Murray downtown courtsquare.
If you are a graduate of Leadership
Murray, plan on attending. This is an
opportunity to network with your classmates and others who have been in the
Leadership Murray program. Meal cost
will be $8 per person and bring a $10 gift
lo's
item for exchange.
Please RSVP to Candace Dowdy at the
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen City of Murray before Dec. 13 or call Dottie Kraemer at 762-7332 for further inforCommunity
mation.
Editor
Leadership Murray Alumni meet monthly for idea exchange and opportunities for continued leadership growth. All graduates are invited.
Photo provided
AWARDS BANQUET HELD: Cub Scout Pack 37
held as awards banquet with the scouts
completing various activities this year. Pictured,
from left, back row, Tyler Sins, Clark Mosley,
Levi Baker, Jonathan Bonner, front row, Skyler
Wells, Austin Pivoras, Gwin Pivoras and
Jackson Hale.

CCHS committees to meet

Calloway County High School Curriculum Committee and
Culture/Climate Committee will have separate meetings Wedne
sday at 3:15 p.m. in the guidance office and media center
respectively. Interested persons are invitesl.

Foods Homemakers to Meet

Foods Homernakesr Club will meet Wednesday at 9 a.m. at
the Calloway County Extension office with Jennifer Rister
as
hostess. All interested persons are invited. For inform
ation call
753-1452.

93ir/A'.nnouncements
Emily Claire Garland
Mr. and Mrs. Chad M. Garland are the parents of a daughter, Emily Claire Garland, born
on Tuesday. Aug. 22, 2006, at
7:49 a.m. at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
7 ounces and measured 20.75
inches. The mother is the former Christy Scott. A sister is
Philicady Anne Garland, 3.
Grandparents are Gary and
Janette Garland of Dexter, Joe
Scott of Murray and Diane Scott
of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Bill
and Norma Garland of Deiter, Rease (Mutt)and Gean Yoh<
of Benton, Vesta and Billie
Emily
Shelton of Hazel and Priestly
and Margie Scott of Puryear. Tenn

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a standard size refrigerator and a twin
bed with mattress and box springs for a mother of
four children has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource
Center. Anyone having any of these to donate call
762-7333.

Book signing will be Wednesday

Dwight A. Moody, dean of the chapel of Georgetown
College. will read from his new book, "On the Other
Side of.
Oddville," Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptis Church
t
. He
will also be at the Welcome Center at 5 p.m. and
7:15 p.m.
to sign his books.

Lutheran supper Wednesday

Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a -soup supper
at 6
p.m. and worship service at 7:15 p.m. for is Adven
t services

Playhouse will hold auditions

Claire Garland
Photo provided
4-H SUMMIT: Attending the 4-H Teen Summit at
the 4-H
Leadership Center at Jabez, were Amber
Sanders,
Ashleigh Eldridge, Samantha George and
Greg Wood.
Featured were numerous tracks, workshops and
funshops.
Vi Wood and Michelle Sanders served as adult
leaders for
the conference.

Ella Rain Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Harris
of Old Salem Road, Murray.
are the parents of a daughter,
Ella Rain Harris, born on Saturday. Sept. 23, 2006, at 5:16
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
8 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Hilary Shroat. Two brothers are Hunter Leif and Luke
Benton.
Grandparents are Nelson
Shroat, Diane Barnett and Terry
and Gerry Harris. all of Murray.
A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Dora Mae Choate of Murray.

Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for "One
Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" tonight and Thursday
from 6:30 to
9 p.m. both nights. For information call 759-1
752 or e-mail
playhouse ®murray-ky.net.

Soccer association to meet

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet
tonight
at 7 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
Election of board members will be elected
for the coming
year. For more information call Jeremy Stom,
chair, at 7591989, Tim Cunningham at 753-4619 or Gwend
a Wilhelm at
759-1765, members of the nominating committee,
or visit the
website at www.beecreek.org.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Templ

e Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Mason
s will
meet tonight at 7 at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy.
464, east of
Almo, according to William Dixon. master.

East Council will meet

East Elementary School Based Decision Counci
l will meet
today at 5 at Tom's Grille, Murray.

Kappa Department will meet

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club
will meet for
a Christmas party tonight at 6:30. Hostesses
will be Dorintia
Craig, Jamie Helton, Martha Roberts, Danette
Jones, Kela Craig.
Cathy Pigg, Jane Bright and Carita Boggess.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEfiER& TIMES

Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursd
ay
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray
, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8
419 or 1-877-4472004.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics

111

.1/orris

its staff:
(27:191

"MI)leg discomfort
makes it impossible
for me to sleep or
rest comfortably."

111
Restless Legs Syndrome

Do you have an

uncomfortable or unpleasant sensation in
your legs that gives you the urge to move them? Does the
condition worsen during periods of rest, inactivity or at
night? it may be Restless Legs Syndrome(RLS).
If you have had symptoms of RLS for 3 months or longer
and are 18 or older, you may qualify fcir a clinical research
study. Qualified participants may receive all study-related
exams and investigational medication at no cost.
Clinical Neuroscience Associates, Inc.
270-227-6562
email:cnsresearch@bellsouth.net
Or visit our websfte: www.jongustafsonmd.com

Photo provided
LEARNING ABOUT DRAMA: Murray Middle
School students in Tessa Powell's drama class learne
d various
aspects of drama during the past few weeks. Stude
nts performed in the school auditorium to show
what they'd
learned. The crowd loved the pantomine
performance
given by students. Pictured are Cedric Cherry
, left, and
Trevor Baldwin as they pretend to be doctor
s discussing
the fate of their patient in 'Sorry, Wrong Numbe
r.'

It's ok to splurge for
the holidays...

Bingo play at Knights of Columbus
The Knight

s of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesda
y from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire
Rd., Murray. KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help suppor
t local, national and
international charities. For more information
call 293-7061.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First
United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside
rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement
is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relativ
e or friend.

Singles will meet tonight

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight
at 7 in the annex
of Calloway Public Library. This is open
to all singles. For
information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat
at 489-2909.

Ceramics sale scheduled

Murray State University Ceramics Sale
will he held Wednesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the rocking chair
lounge of MSU Curris Center. Procee
ds from the sale will go
to make extra money for visiting artists
and for students to •
attend the national meeting in Louisvi
lle in 2007.

'
V

...But this Thursday, Friday
& Saturday you don't have to
with our HUGE DIAMOND SALE!

upt.40% OFF
All Diamonds!

shop in for the pole% t holiday pft for
the one

non

Lee Jewelry Artisans
Where- your miens turn to gold
University Square • 305-D North 12th
• MurraN k'i
(270) 759-1141
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Health Empress lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood
pressure, blood sugar.
vision/glaucoma and osteoporosis and
pulse checks today from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Burton's Gas
Station at Lynnville.
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Mo., Ill, residents try to
keep warm in blackout
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ST.-IOUIS (AP) — After
spending three days at a shelter
in a converted recreation center,
Angela Luster hitched a nde
with the National Guard to
check on her apartment.
"It's temble. You just had to
uproot your life," said Luster.
214. "We have to live by other
people's rules and regulations.
It's difficult being around peeØe you don't know"
People slept in shelters during their search for warm surroundings as the region entered
a sixth day Tuesday of a blackout caused by the first storm of
the winter season.
The Missouri National Guard
was sent to the Si, LOUIS area
after Thursday's snow and ice
storm to MAC WIT people Were
Photo provided
surviving without electric light
CCHS BETA CLUB: Students from the Caltoway County High School Beta Club placed at
and heat.
the State Convention on Nov. 3 and 4. From left to right, the six students who placed were
The same was happening in
(top) sophomore Emily Scott, first in weaving; sophomore Carrie Crouse, third in artistic
neighbonng Illinois, where Gov.
design; sophomore Amy Winkler, third in afghan; (bottom) senior Leanna Linn, second in
ordered
Blagojevich
Rod
oratory; senior Genny Postlethwait, second in watercolor; junior Ellie Fisher, first in computbegin
to
troops
National
Guard
er-generated holiday card. Linn qualified for the National Convention in Nashville
resiDecatur-area
on
checking
dents Tuesday.
The St. Louis-based utility
Ameren Corp. was reporting
nearly 195,000 outages in
Illinois and Missouri on its Web
site early Tuesday. The bulk of
the outages were in the St. Louis
area.
McGuire said he gave perPAINTS VILLE. Ky.(API — states, said Lisa Gross, a
The utility said it would be
An eastern Kentucky parent has spokeswoman for the Kentucky mission for his child to face corseveral
triottilays..batiirt power
bur
HarntR011poral punishment.
obtained an assault warrant Department of Education.
is fully restored.
The number of paddling% went too far and should be
against an elementary school
"We've had some ice stomis
principal after his son came reported in Kentucky has been arrested instead of subpoenaed
home with bruises on his back- dropping, from 43.019 in 2001- into district court on Jan. 8
before. This one puts them to
"If I'd hit my child that hard,
02 to 34,06) in 2004-05. And,
side from a paddling.
shame,- said Ron Zdellar, vice
Roger D. McGuire. 44. of generally, it's confined to the they would have slapped the
for
president of energy
Van Lear, said his son, a student rural areas of the state, said Jon handcuffs on me 30 minutes
for
worked
has
who
AmerenUE,
his
on
welts
the
they
found
after
Center
at Central Elementary School in Akers of the Kentucky
Johnson County, was paddled for School Safety in Richmond. butt and put him in a foster, the company for 35 years.
In the 2004-05 school year. home.- he said.
Nov. 27 for wrestling with
Utility crews were working
another student at recess. the most recent for which figMcGuire said his son had bruis- ures are available. McCrears
sale
sale
sale
sale
sale
sale
sale
es on his buttocks in the shape County reported 471 paddling..
Pike County 441. Martin
at a paddle a week later.
"He crossed the line." said County 117 and Lincoln County
McGuire. "You're talking about 112.
"When I first started, the
a straight-A student who's never
been in trouble before and, in number of districts paddling stuhis first whipping. you tear his dents was in the 70s," Akers
said. "Each year, it dwindles."
backside off."
The fallotT in use is consisMcGuire obtained the warrant against principal Ben tent with what's happening
Hamilton, 43. the Lexington worldwide. Only one Australian
reported. state and the United States
Herald-Leader
Hamilton could not be reached allows corporal punishment in
the industrialized world. Akers
for comment, the paper said.
The school board is investi- said.
In Johnson County and most
Michael
attorney
gating.
other districts that still allow it,
Schmitt said.
Kentucky allows its 175 parental permission is required
school districts to set policy on and punishment must be admincorporal punishment. even istered in private, with a wit'bough it has been banned in 28 ness.
JUNIORS &

Parent charges principal
with assault after paddling

AP

Ronnie Kilgore and his daughter Rachel Kilgore. age 11. sit m
the shelter set up by the Collinsville VFW, Monday in
Collinsville. HI The Kilgore family will remain at the shelter ea
their apartment sustained lire damage after a resident at trio
complex lit candles to stay warm, in the aftermath of a *inky
The combination of low temperatures, downed power lines,
ice-covered poles and brittle
tree limbs hampered repair
efforts.
"We knew when this thing
hit, it would be far different
from anything we'4 seen
before.- Medlar said.
After a run of temperatures in
the teens, the Si. Louis area got
a break Monda afternoon la ith
thermometers showing almost
40.
Weather
National
The
Service did not forecast any
additional snow or ice in the
affected region. but high temperatures this week were
expected to stay in the 30s and
low 40s.

18-hour shifts, especially in the
biggest problem areas, where
ice coated roads and utility
poles. Workers from 14 states
were helping.
The storm also caused widespread power outages elsewhere
as it New snow and ice from
Texas to Michigan last week
and battered parts of the
Northeast with thunderstorms
and high winds.
The number of-- -deaths
Mimed on the storm rose
Monday to as- least 23. with
three more death; reported in
Missouri and one more in
Illinois. The causes included
weather-related traffic accidents, fires. cartion monoxide
poisoning and exposure, officials said.
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Bus, 18-wheeler collide; 1 hurt
ATLANTA (API — A bus and tractor trailer collided on
Interstate 20 on Monday afternoon. trapping the bus driver.
Officer Joe Cobb, spokesman for the Atlanta Police Department.
said Daniel McMurphy, 51. of Union. Miss., was the sole occupant
the bus. The tractor trailer in front of McMurphy slowed for hat
and he plowed into the back of the truck. Cobb said.
The accident happened in the eastbound lanes of the interstate.
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tags.
Cobb said he had no details on how it happened.
The accident happened about 1:30 p.m. and the wreckage was
leared from the interstate about two and a half hours later.
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Cobb said.
Rescue workers spent at least an hour freeing McMurphy. and ht'
was sent to Grady Memorial Hospital with critical injune.. Cobb
said. He said the driver of the truck was not injured.
crunched
Television news footage showed the front of the bus
into the rear of the tractor-trailer. The bus bore Mississippi hams('
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y School recently participated in the
JUMPING FOR A GOOD CAUSE: Students at Calloway County's Southwest Elementar
students in every grade level parsaid
school,
the
at
teacher
education
school-wide Jump Rope for Heart. Chris Cain, physical
more than $50,000 for the AHA
raised
has
school
The
n.
Associatio
Heart
American
the
for
event
ticipated in the fund-raising
grade class participating in
fourth
Crider's
Gina
in
in the past. Pictured above. Caleb Paschall, right, was among the students

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTS TESTING CELEBRATION: A recent first-time test celebration was held at Murray
High School in recognition of Murray High School ranking
number one in the 2006 Commonwealth Accountability Test
Scores(CATS)among western Kentucky school disthcts and
as ninth among all Kentucky high schools. A complimentary
pot-luck dinner was provided for students and their parents
attending. Carmen Garland, Murray State University director
of university scholarships, was present to discuss scholarship
opportunities with MSU phor to the Feb. 1. 2007 scholarship
deadline. Pictured above, James Kyle Damron (center), a
Murray State University freshman, is pictured with Teresa
Speed, MHS principal (hght), and his mother Cindy Wise
(left). He attended the MHS test celebration and was recognized for his distinguished Kentucky Core Content Test
(KCCT) On-Demand Writing score. Pictured below, Carman
Garland, MSU director of university scholarships. discusses
MSU scholarship opportunities with parents and students
during the Test Celebration.

the event.
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Pictlaed above is Durr and
OliVla Floyd, also an MMS
fourth grade student

MMS student hears
from favorite author

Photo provided

High School
MHS ACADEMIC TEAM PLACES FIRST IN TOURNAMENT: The Murray
held recently
t
tournamen
Classic
"A"
All
Regional
the
in
Place
First
Academic Team received
Shelby, team
at Ballard Memorial High School. Coached by Jonathan Watkins and Jason
Heath,
members competed with other members from Ballard Memorial, Fulton County,
All "A"
State
the
in
compete
now
will
team
The
Mary.
St.
and
Mayfield, Murray, Reidland
and
Tournament in January. Pictured from left are Richtrd Osban. Matt Jordan, Wesley Bolin
Daniel White.

Laura Duff. a fourth grade
student in Michele Handegan's
class at Murray Middle School,
wrote a transactive letter
requesting a signed autograph
bodk or bookmark from
Andrew Clements, her favorite
author. Handegan said the idea
stemmed after the class read
Beverly Cleary's Dear Mr.
Henshaw.
Durr recently received a
response from Clements and a
signed bookmark. Durr said it is
really a great thing to know that
there is someone out there that
knows that you exist other than
your family or friends. "I
though that I had read all of his
books until he sent me a reply,
now I am even more motivated
to read," she said. "My goal is
to read all of his novels before
next year."
A former fourth, eighth grade
and high school teacher.
Clements has received many
awards for his books.

Photo provided

NORTH ELEMENTARY DONATION: Calloway County's
North Elementary School second graders will be donating
120 cans of green peas to Need Line. he peas were purchased with funds that were raised by the second graders in
an integrated economics unit in Sarah Oliver's Title 1 writing
class. According to Oliver, "The students earned money by
creating and selling a fall candy mix. Students learned about
economics and writing as they created an assembly line to
mass produce their candy mix product. Later, students wrote
'how-to' articles describing the process. Students sold their
candy mix each Friday in November to fellow second
graders." Pictured above, students display the green peas
they collected for Need Line. They are: Thomas Thompson;
Dylan Watkins; Jonathan Kraus; Anon Galbreath; Casey
Wilson-Ward; Sidney Stockwell; Shawn Jones; Gage Phillips;
Connor Gibbs; and Jorge Villeda.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Southwest
GETTING ALL MIXED UP: Second grade students at Calloway County's
Book
Children's
a
of
part
a
as
recently
Elementary School dressed in mismatched clothing
a
with
up
matched
get
to
students
remind
to
was
Week celebration. The mismatched clothing
Amy Rogers
Robinson,
Reita
by
taught
classes
in
students
are
above
good book. Pictured
and Debbie Stinnett.
Photo provided

MES STLP TEAM QUALIFIES FOR
Murray
of
STATE: A team
Elementary's STLP students recently
competed in the regional competition
at Murray State University. The students' score qualified them to participate in the state competition next
May. Participants included Haley
Cowen, Casey Bouley. Clay Doron,
and Harrison Miller The students
planned, directed, videoed and edited a movie describing the school's
Guidelines for Success. Pictured are
Casey Bouley, Haley Cowen, Clay
Doran and .Harrison Miller.
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MOST Unique Shoppe"

Dinnerware, Glassware, Platters, Candles, Mugs

& Towels
* Ornaments - Hundreds to choose from
* Gourmet Goodies - Coffee, Cocoa, Pretzek White
Chocolate, Peppermint Drops, Pretzel Rods, Rocky Rffi
Candy, Gift Baskets
Wreaths & Arrangements - Beautiful!
* Candles Beanpod Soy, Evan Scent, Warm Glow, -Great Smelling, Long Burning, Areas Largest
Candle Selection
Other - Much Much Wore!
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- Racers 78, Anderson 33
ANDERSON, IND.(3-3)
Dabney 2-4 0-0 4, Vandergne 0-2 2-2
2. Holiday 1-5 1-23, Vann 0-5 0-0 0.
Stoller 3-7 2-3 10, Coffer 0-1 0-0 0,
Hogue 1-4 0-0 3. Fultz 2-5 3-4 7, Young
1-3 0-0 2, Gray 0-3 0-0 0, Bellamy 0-2
0-00. McCuller 0-2 0-0 0, Allison 1-2 00 2 Totals 11-45 8-11 33
MURRAY ST.(9-6)
Parker 1 -4 1-2 3. Witherspoon 6-10 0-0
12, Horton 2-2 2-2 8. Holloway 4-7 0-0
12, 0 Thomas 2-10 0-0 5. Aid 2-3 2-2
6. Caner 2-4 1-2 5. Paul 1-2 1-2 3.
Williams 4-5 0-0 8. Key 1-2 0-0 2.
Kemedy 1-2 0-0 2 Essay 5-5 0-0 10.
Faso 1-2 0-0 2 Theis 32-58 7-10 78
Hobbies — Murray State 40-21 3Point Gores — Anderson, Ind. 3-21
(Stoller 2-5. Hogue 1-2. Cone( 0-1.
Bellamy 0-1, Fultz 0-1. McCuesr 0-1,
Young 0-2, Gray 0-2, Holliday 0-3.
Vann 0-3). Murray St 7-21 (Holloway
II-6, Horton 2-2. 0.Thornss 1-5, Paul 01 Kennedy 0-1. Wm*0-1. Carter 01. Aid 0-1. Kay 0-1. WINerspoon 0-2)
Fouled Out — None Rebounds —
• Anderson,Ind. 17(Dabney 3). Murray
St- 46 (Easley 9) Allstate
Anderson, Ind 6 (Vandergrin 2),
St. 25 (Holloway, Horton 5)
Fouis — Anderson, Ind. 11,
miry St. 9 A — 2.474

SCOTT I4ANNEY4..adow & Trues
Murray State guard Alaina Lee (20) heads into the lane
against a Lipscomb defender dunng the Lady Racers' 8153 win on Monday night at the RSEC Lee had eight
points and 10 rebounds in the win

Petrie dishes out
career-high 17
points to lead MSU

FY
•

MURRAY STATE BEATS LADY

UP NEXT

BISONS TO EVEN RECORD AT 3-3

Reaps at Colonels
• When: Thursday 6 30p m
Where: McBrayer Arens. Richmond
SOON Record: 1.490 Wads 89-55
Sales tied at 33 n Richmond
Last IlleetIng: Feb 9. 2006. Racers
62 EKU 45 in Rchrnoncl
Radio: Radar Network (Froggy 103 7
' FM)
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers' last
two opponents have run the
gamut from one extreme to
another.
Murray was largely overmatched in last Friday's 25point loss at Tennessee. But
the tables were turned dramatically on Monday night, when
the Racers' overwhelmed Division III foe Anderson University in a 78-33 final at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The two extremes left firstyear MSU head coach Billy
Kennedy wondering just where
his team is. at entering a crucial two-game road swing
through "Death Valley," which
includes key Ohio Valley Conference matchups with Eastern
Kentucky (Thursday)and Morehead State (Saturday).
-That's the one thing that's
frustrating me the most," said
Kennedy of the uncertainties.
"I know Spoon's going to give
us a good effort, and I know
Ed Horton's going to play hard.
And I know Tyler's going to
make open shots. Bruce Carter's
probably the most consistent
guy we've got after that.
"It's like a buffet. You got
to Ryan's and you get something good. and then the next
day the chicken's not as good.
That's kind of how this situation is," he added.
The Racers (3-6) certainly
feasted on the Ravens (3-3)
on Monday, holding the visitors to just 24.4 percent shooting (II-of-45), including a pal-

Staff Report
Freshman Jenny Petrie led
all scorers with a career-high
17 points as the Murray State
Lady Racers rolled to an 8153 triumph over Lipscomb on
Monday night at the Regional
Special Events Center.
The Lady Racers (3-3) dominated every facet of the contest, outrebounding Lipscomb
22
49-37
while forcing
turnovers. Murray also held a
decisive edge in the post,
outscoring the Lady Bisons 4618 in the post.
"I was proud of our overall effort and energy," said

MSU head coach Jot Felton
-I was also proud off our
rebounding. Our guards did an
outstanding job of rebounding
This game gave
the ball
us A boost of confidence as
we prepared to open our OVC
season...
Lipscomb shot just 14.3 parcent (3-01-21) in the first half
as die Lady Racers opened a
20-4 lead in the first nine mmutes of action and led by 29
(43-14) at the halftime break
Murray State held as much as
a 31-point lead in the second
U See RACERS. 28

LADY LAKERS 45, LADY TIGERS 34

Calloway cools off
Herrin at Honeywell
Tournament
SCOTT NANNEWLedger & Times
Redshirt freshman forward Tony Easley (43) throws down a dunk in front of two Anderson University defenders dunng the Racers' 78-33 smashing of the Ravens on Monday night at the RSEC. Easley scored 10 points and pulled down nine rebounds in
the win.
try 16.7 percent (4-01-24) in
the second half.
Meanwhile. the Murray State
offense was clicking to the
tune of 55.2 percent shooting
(32-of-58), as the Racers led
by 19 points (40-21) at the
halftime break and were ahead
by 25 or more points for most
of the second half before settling for the 45-point triumph.
Kennedy wasn't exactly certain how much his squad accomplished in the lopsided victo-

ry. Nevertheless, the coach and
his young and inexperienced
Racers were just glad to he
back in familiar surroundings.
"The biggest thing is we were
glad to he home." noted
Kennedy, whose team had
played just two of its eight
games inside the friendly confines of the RSEC before last
night's contest. "We haven't
been in our own beds six nights
in a row since Nov. 8, so it
was good to be back here.

Otherwise. the Racer coach
was pleased with his team's
unselfishness. MSU dished out
a total of 25 assists while committing 15 turnovers. All 13
Murray players who saw action
recorded points in the scorebook, as senior forward Shawn
Witherspoon and sophomore
guard Tyler Holloway paced
all scorers with 12 apiece.
Perhaps the biggest improvement of any Racer came in
•Soo ROUT,2B

CUNNINGHAM LEADS LAKERS WITH
Staff Report
Kayla
METROPOLIS, III
Cunningham scored a team-high
13 points Monday night as the
Calloway County Lady Lakers
used a strong third quarter to
pull away from Herrin. Ill.,
45-34 at the Honeywell Tournament at Massac County High
School.
The Lady Laker% outscored
Herrin 11-6 in the third penod to take a 37-22 lead after
holding a 26-16 advantage at
halftime.
Beth Ross and Rachel Adams
each had 10 points for Calloway.

13

while Shelby Webb tossed in
nine and Sam Butts tacked on
three. The Lady Laker% shot
l5-of-40 from the floor and a
stout 6-of-9 from 3-point range
Calloway held Hemn to 14of-44 shooting from the floor
and 0-of-4 from beyond the
are The Tigers were led by
Alexis Ragsdale's 20 points.
The Lady Lakers will play
Meridian. Ill., tonight at 6.30
in the second of three games
for Calloway this week at the
Honeywell Tournament Calloway will play the host Lady
Patnots on Wednesday

EAGLES 27, PANTHERS 24

Eagles eke one out
GARCIA TOSSES THREE TDs IN A `MNF'WIN

AP

Philadelphia's Correll Buckhalter goes nowhere after catching a pass as he is hit by Carolina's Mika UMW, ist And
Richard Marshall in the first quarter Monday In Piliadllt.i11.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) --- Once Lito
Sheppard read the play. he knew it was
and
up to him to save the game
for the Philadelpossibly the season
phia Eagles.
Sheppard's interception in the end
tone with 25 seconds left preserve.-.J a
27-24 victory over the Carolina Panthers on Monday night that vaulted the
struggling Eagles back into the playoff
picture in the mediocre NR'.
Playing for the injured Donovan M.N
abb. Jeff Coma threw for 312 yard.
and three touchdown passes against a

tough defense But 1 Came Jou n to
Sheppard against. key shawn Johnson on
a fade route that %ticked earlier in the
game on another delender
From the Eagles 7. lake Delhomme
lobbed a pass '..‘uard the right corner
for Johnson, who is a half-foot taller
than Sheppard An All-Pro cornerback
two veers ago. Sheppard hek1 his ground.
leaped and made the pick tshik Neils
MAN in, inbound.
'It was a enucal moment Sonless&
had to nuke a plat" Sheppard said I
rucked op NM lionsl I saw it heftier be

hiked the hall I thought if I an itist
stay outside. I can base a /lance to
make a play He oserthreu it and I sass
keyshaun try to undercut it and pump
at it, hut it was too high for him Once
I t aught it. I didn't know ms left hue
was that clone. but 1 knew I got both
feet in.A few inmates earlier. Snits Dawkins
out the Eagles a pomace to take the
lead with an haercepttna mad a III yard
MEW nal set up David Akmr. deco
wve 23-paril field goal will I 1 1 left

•••••••••
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Van HaverstOck

CLASSIC WINNERS: The Calloway County fourth and fifth grade boys' team earned top honors in its eightteam division of the Little League Basketball Classic, held Nov. 24-25 in Marshall County. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Clay Smotherman, Wade Carter, Jacob Underhill, (middle row) Michael Arnett,
Parker Adams, Tristan Crady, Skylar Hunter and (back row) coaches Richard Smotherman, Tom Adams and
Jason Carter. Not pictured is Eric Winkler.

stoBat
armd
Insurance Agency .8„,..Aris

R
EI
Insursnas

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Monday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Basketball
Owensboro Catholic 52. Whilesveie
Trinity 49
Russell 60 Raceland 46
EKC Tournament
Elliott Co 57. East Caner 55
Rowan Co 64. Fairview 44
West Caner 41 Morgan Co 29
Girls Basketball
Beechwood 4.4 Eminence 41
Berea 42. Model 34
Buiktt East 67 Oldham Co 51
Campbell Co 61, Holmes 53
Chnshan Co 57, Todd Co Central 41
Clay Co. 59, Mddiesboro 35
Corbin 52, Bak Co 49
Franklin Co 44. Bourbon Co 32
Gallatin Co 36. North Oldham 34
Glasgow 79. Cavema 28
Grayson Co 63. Meade Co 50
Henry Co. 40 Williernstown 35
Highlands 64, Coy Holy Cross 50
Johnson Central 51, Phelps 28
June Buchanan 51 Bockhorn 38
Leslie Co 61 Hazard 54
Len Chnshan 76. Len Tales Creek 42
Len Henry Clay 59, Parts 29
Lmngston Central 77, Community
Christian (Paducah) 34
Lou Jeflersontown 89, Lou St Francis

27
Mason Co 84 8111C060 Co. 43
Mayfield 51, Heath 34
Menefee Co 81. Woes Co. 76, 307
Muhlenberg North 70, Hancock Co 25
North Hardin 75, Elizabethtown 63
Owensboro Catholic 50. Devisees Co
45
Denby Co 49. Lee Co 37
Paducah Tighman 74, Hickman Co 44
Pantsvele 64 Betsy Layne 56
Pike Co Central 80. Lawrence Co 60
Powell Co 99, Jackson City 21
Presionsbum 58, Pikeville 52
Reidland 71. Hardin County. SI 59
Rockcastle Co 62. Lincoln Co 28
Russell Co 52. Wayne Co 39
Scott 59, Dixie Heights 58
Scott Co 72, Las Bryan Stetson 42
Shelby Co 52. Carroll Co 44
Trigg Co 79. Providence 35
Tnmble Co 55. Grail Co 49
Union Co 64 Macon. IS 52
University Heights 67. Dawson Springs
42
Washington Co 62. Spencer Co 37
Western Hills 48. Burgin 45
Whitley Co 59. Cawood 48 EKC
Tournament
Rowan Co 55, Fairview 20
Russel 52. Raceland 39
West Caner 64. Morgan Co 42

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

•Racers

Wisconsin avoids OT upset

From Page 1 B

,BADGERS OUTSCORE WINTHROP 10-2
IN OVERTIME TO HANG ON FOR WIN
MADISON. Wis. (AP) Torrell Martin and the Winthrop
Eagles lost their 3-point shooting touch when they need it
the most against Wisconsin.
Martin missed a 3-pointer
at the end of regulation and
No. 11 Wisconsin used a 102 run in overtime to escape
with an 82-79 victory Monday
night.
"I had a great shot," said
Martin, who finished 7-for-11
from long range. "1 just didn't knock the shot down. It
was about as open as I could
get. I just didn't follow
through."
Martin led the Eagles (6-3)
with 31 points. Winthrop was
l5-for-25 from 3-point range
and shot 55 percent overall.
"It was like throwing a rock
in the ocean. They were just
falling," Wisconsin's Alando
Tucker said about Martin's performance. "But you just have
to stick with that, and we got
to the free-throw line."
The 15 3-pointers were the
most by any Wisconsin opponent. topping the 14 Indiana
had in 2001. Winthrop also
tied a record for Wisconsin's
Kohl Center, and Martin's seven
3s matched the individual mark
for the arena.
In other Top 25 games, it
was: No. 12 Kansas 72, Southern California 62; No. 13 Washington 87, Southern Utah 72;
and No. 16 Memphis 78, Marshall 59.
Wisconsin (8-1) led by as
many as 13 points in the second half, but couldn't find a
way to shake Winthrop.
The Badgers were 6-of-25

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

Lady Racer forward Ashley Nichole Hayes (23) shoots a
lumper over Lipscomb's Julie Martin (12) during the first
half of MSU's victory at the RSEC on Monday.
half before settling for the final
28-point margin.
Petrie was 7-of-1.1 shooting
from the floor, including 3-of3 from 3-point range, in her
effort off the bench. MSU shot
42.3 percent (33-of-78) for the
contest. including 5-of-l6 from
behind the arc.
Senior forward Joi Scott and
sophomore guard Amber Guffey followed Petrie with 13
points apiece. while sophomore
forward Ashley Nichole Hayes
tossed in 12 on 6-of-I3 shooting. Scott finished off her 11th

career double-double with 13
rebounds. Junior Shaleea Petty
dished out a game-high four
assists. while Guffey had three.
Catie Woods paced the Lipscomb attack with 16 points
on 5-of-10 shooting, including
4-of-9 from 3-point range. The
Lady Bisons shot just 30.6 percent (15-of-49) from the field.
The Lady Racers now hit
the road to begin Ohio Valley
Conference play. First up is
Eastern Kentucky on Thursday.
followed by Morehead State
on Saturday.

GreatIdeasfor Christmas!
Klein Tools
- 7 Pc Cushion Grip
Screwdriver Set
SKU 065076
Rog $5099

140log.04 Work light
Patio Firepit
e.g $799

SKU 03143476
Reg $1124

S999

SALE$699

SALE

'44"

from behind the 3-point line,
but they also outrebounded
Winthrop 40-18 and were able
to come up with several key
rebounds late.
The Badgers' Michael Flowers, who scored a career-high
21 points, tied it at 65 with a
putback with 10.6 seconds left,
the fourth shot Wisconsin got
off in the final 35 seconds of
regulation.
"What won that game tonight
was not field-goal percentage
but hustle opportunities," Wisconsin coach Bo Ryan said.
"The real key was us getting
on the glass. There's no two
ways about it."
It also helped that Wisconsin was 24-of-34 from the foul
line, while Winthrop was 6of-10.
Tucker also scored 21 points
for the Badgers and Brian Butch
had 17 points and nine
rebounds.
Middle Tennessee 67,
Tennessee St. 56
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP)-Tim Blue and Desmond
Yates combined for 37 points
as Middle Tennessee State beat
visiting Tennessee State 67-56
on Monday night.
Blue scored 19 points and
Yates 18 as the Blue Raiders
(4-4) pulled away late in the
second half after leading 3635 at halftime.
Tennessee State (2-4) was led
by Ladarious Weaver who
scored 21 points, hitting 8-of9 from the floor. Clarence
Matthews added 14 points and
a game-high nine rebounds and
Reiley Ervin had 12 points.
Middle Tennessee State controlled the boards 38-23. Blue,
Calvin O'Neil and Kyle Young
had seven rebounds each.
The Blue Raiders shot 50.9
percent from the field while
Tennessee State hit 39.5 percent. The Tigers did not hit
from the field in the last 4:08.
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Ceramic Heater
SKU 04067092
e.g $27 99
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Heat Bulb
WU 038562 • 049 64 99
SALE
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Serving You
Since /955 With
Duality Products
And Service
You Deserve

HEADQUAIIIVENS
2499

"Wrap On"
Pipe Insulation

Sled Flex Flyer
45- Wood
WU 06035415
e.g $65 99

$5399

SALE

Stick Pipe Insulation
Al WWI

MURRAY
,
COMPANY t
SUPPLY
raw 040.1wON

EVOKCP CM
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Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com
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200-206 E. mein • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
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1-800-363-4720

AP

Wisconsin's Michael Flowers (22) shoots against Winthrop s
Michael Jenkins during the second half Monday in Madison. Wis. Flowers had 21 points in Wisconsin's 82-79
overtime win

•Rout
From Page 1B
the play of redshin freshman
forward Tony Easley, who
poured in 10 points on 5-of-5
shooting while just missing a
double-double
with
nine
rebounds. His play was a big
reason the Racers dominated
in the low post, outscoring
Anderson 40-10 in the paint.
"Tony has made some huge
strides, and he's only going to
get better," Kennedy said. "He's
so young right now. Against
certain kinds of post player
- guys that aren't as strong
and physical - he's proven
that he can be successful."
The Racers also dominated
on the boards, winning the
rebounding battle 46-17 against
the much smaller Ravens.
Anderson's 33 points marked
the lowest score of an MSU
opponent in the nine-year history of the RSEC. Also. the
Ravens' 11 field goals were a
record low for an opponent in
the arena.
"Defensively, we did some
good things." Kennedy claimed.
"(Anderson) WU very limited.
But when you hold a team to
33 points, it doesn't matter.
We didn't let it get sloppy and
out of control on the defensive end. I was pleased that
we got better defensively. but
we're still struggling to guard
the 4-spot."
Things will undoubtedly get
much tougher beginning Thursday, when the Racers travel to
Richmond to take on the

Colonels in a 6:30 p.m. CST
tip-off at McBrayer Arena.
EKU enters the contest oft
last weekend's 78r-55 loss at
Western Kentucky. However.
the Colonels (5-2) have shown
much improvement under second-year head coach Jeff Newbauer.
Morehead State (3-3) has
also tasted some success under
first-year head coach Donnie
Tyndall.
"We're going on the road
to play two teams that are
playing well." said Kennedy
"Eastern Kentucky and Morehead are probably the surprises of the league right now with
the way they're playing.
It's going to be a big challenge for us."
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TV, radio
Today
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
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ESPC4 - Jimmy V Classic Oklahoma
St vs Syracuse at Nee York
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We have audited the accompanying statement of revenues, expenditures and mesa fees regulatory teats
of the Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky for the
year ended December 31. 2006. This foauioal statement is the responsibility of the Sheriff. Our response
Misty is to express an opinion on this financial statement based on our audit
We conducted our audit In accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of
America, the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in fitrattnMeaLfilltfilinatentlirde nand by
the Comptroller General of the United States, and the
Audit Goad. for Count/ Fee Officials usual by the
Auditor of Public Accounts. Commonweelth of
Kentucky llecoe standard. require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable awairanco aboui
whether the financial otaismast is free of malarial misstatement. An audit includes ezeraining, on•Mee beam
evidence supporting the amounts and dimelesures in the
financial statement An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant Palmate., made by tuanogoreem as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presestation_ We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinKUL

As described in Note 1, the Sheriffs .or prepares the
financial statement on a regulatory basis of actoanung
that demonstrates compliance with the laws of
Kentucky, which is•comprtheneive been of accounting
other than accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of AMenCe.
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to
above presents fain), in all material respecta, the revenues. expenditunni. and excess lees of the Sheriff for
the year ended December 31. 2006. in conformity with
the regulatory basis of accounting described in Note 1
In aCccirdantr with CateKILRERLAIldillag_Silialatda
we have also issued our report dated September 26.
2006 on our consideration of the Sheriffs internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of bars, regulations.
contracts, and grant agreements and other matters.
rh,purpose ofthat report ills describe the Men id our
testing of internal control overIliggg.101
02Finsad
0
,
compliance and the results of ust teattog, end eat to
provide an opinion on the internal control over financial
reporting or on compliance That report is an integral
part of an audit per-formed in accordance with
caammacalAiatium.aaralania...and should be considered in agonising the moults of our audit
Based on the results of our audit, we have presented
the accompanying comments and recommendations.
ncluded herein, which discusses the following report
im mentor
• anginal Source Documents Should Be Retained
To Substantiate Expenditures
• The Sheriff's Office Locks Adequate Segregation
of Duties
This report is intended solely for the information and
use of the Sheriff and Fiscal Court of Calloway County.
Kentucky. and the Commonwealth of Kentucky and is
not intended to he and should not be used by anyone
other than these interested parties
Respectfully submitted.
Martin, Colson, Hale & Henderson CPA's
Audit field completed - October 24, 2006
To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Ernie Fletcher, Governor
John R. Farris, Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway. County
JudgrExecutive
Honorable Larry Roberts. Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's
Settlement . 2006 TaIrf, as of April 24, 2006. This tax
settlement is the responsibility of the Calloway County
Sheriff Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
the financial statement based on our audit

ie

I•

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States of
America, the standards applicable to financial audits
contained in Sisystnoicruatuildios_Standarda mimed by
the Comptroller General of the United States, and the
Auslti_coudelor,ilicritalas...910.1cmentia Issued by the
Auditor of Public Accounts. Commonwealth of
Kentucky Those standards require that, we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance shout
whether the financial statement Is free of material mit.statment An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statement. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used arid significant estimates made by management as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation We believe
that our audit prior-ides a reasonable basis for our opinion
As described in Note I. the Sheriffs office prepares the
financial statement on a prescribed rams of accounting
that demonstrates compliance with the modified cash
basis which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America
In our opinion, the accounting financial statement
referred to above presents fairly, in all material
respects. the Callowsi County Sheriff's taxes charged.
credited, and paid as of April 24 2006. in conformity
with the modified cash Moos of amounting
In *mordancy' with iiareEntneaAllillllIM-21AIMIArda.
we have also issued our report dated October 24, 2006
on our consideration of the Shenff's internal control
over financial reporting and on our teats of its compliance with certain provisions of laws regulations con
tracks, and grant agreements and other matters The
purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over financial reporting and
compliance and the moults of that tenting, and not to
provide an opinion on the internal control over financial
reporting or on compliance That report is an integral
part of an audit performed in accordance with
(11131111MISOLAIldifilltsitAlldialland should be consul
nod in eseewring the results of our audit
Rased on the results dour audit. we present the acrom
heretanying comment and recommendation included
^allwrd
in. which demurs,the following report,
• The fatecirs Office lacks Adequate %Waist
of Duties
Respectfully subsitud.
biers*, Colson, Hale & lienderam CPA's
awassaan In MN
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

The Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County
JudgerEsecuUre
Honorable Larry Roberts. Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

at

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12113111111131111ii

4

CLASSIFIEDS

4 Merry Ckristmas
5.31/9
in one eajstep!

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
;75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-19111
_
FREELANC E
Photographer is wanting to do your family
picture for the holidays. 210-4173
POOR Man's Pecan
Pie. Try onef You'll like
in 210-4173

Just compare...
save money & time!

LCRER &TIMES

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps

Wishing only the
$100 Revitrd. Lost in
Wildcat Creek area of
Calloway County. Ful
coverage motorcycle
heimet Custom pealed in checkered flags
and red with 96Z racing
number
Contact
Spencer
Balentine
270-354-9657
JUST Ow us. call,
we'll be glad to heip.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger lb Times

best for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

nitnitantal

eASSISTANT Manager
iManager in Training
43ay Shift Preferred
I-Obbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at
642 North 12th St..
Murray. KY 42071
Hitibett Sports conducts drug testing.
wvw.hibbettcom
BIG Apple Cafe
Cashier help needed
Apply in person

753-1916

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & Times

to place your Christmas Greeting Ad today.
Publish Date: Thursday, December 21
Deadline: Monday, December 18 at 5PM

*
.
. 113111
Ego

[7]

Call 753-1916

i

YOUR CRRIWINC WILL INCLUDE FULL COLOR!
Call Jill Stephens and Julie Brown at

CHILD care center is
now accepting appiicabons for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years Apply at 109
15th
South
Street.
Murray
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must haw
blood drawing experience Call 800-4560403 Send resumes
to P.O. Box 2481
Evansville. Indiana
47728

NURSE AIDE
Full Tune 10PM 1'0 bAM
Prefer experience but will train If you enjoy
working with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
FOE
1505 Stadium View Drive
COORDINATOR needed for
Retirement facility in Pans. TN and
Murray, KY. Will assess & advise residents of
the services which may be necessary to maintain
a self rehant lifestyle: Acts-as a liaison between
community agencies. services providers and residents. Prefer Bachelor degree in Social Work
with 2 years experience in social service work.
Will wort one day a week at Wesley at Murray,
26 unit retirement community, one day a week at
Council on Aging and 3 days a week at Wesley
Pine Ridge in Pans. TN, 85 units. Please send
cover letter with salary history and resume to:
Chuck.Lowry wesleyhousing.com or fax
resume to: 731-285-6909. Visit our website at
www.wesleysentorministries.org. EOE

SERVICE
Senior

DIRECTOR HEALTH
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
HIM (Medical Records)
Department. The individual must have 3-5

Director of our

years supervisory experience in a HIM department and demonstrated management skills.
Must have a minimum of an Associate degree
in HIM and must he a RHIT Must be able to
work with physicians, staff, and other department directors Accounting and financial expenence is desirable
The Director of HIM reports directly iti the
CFO and will be responsible to plan, organize
and direct the workflow of the department The
director is also the Privacy officer for H1PPA
compliance
Henry County Medical Center is located in
northwest Tennessee and is a growing and
expanding medical center We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary' package
including relocation assistance
Interested candidates who meet all require
ninds should send resume or may apply in per
son
Henry County Medical Crater
P.O. Bea DM
Paris, TN 36242
73144441472
73144441474 FAX
Cosretlell
BMW OPPleulliKY Firerlorm

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plats Hotel. Apply in
person atter 6:00PM.
FULL time help needed. No experience necessary. Apt* in person
7:30-4.30. 8503 U.S.
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealingi
FULL time position
available for LPN,
CMA or Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a fast
paced family practice
setting
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays
Benefits package
Apply by resume only
with references to
Richard H Crouch
MD
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray. KY 42071
General help wanted.
Experience preferred
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza. 506 N
12th, Murray Closed
Mondays.
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking
strong candidates for a
Full 'rime Leasing
Consultant position.
Candidate must be
comfortable using
standard business
tools and systems, and
possess strong cornmunir_ation skills Drug
Free Workplace
'Background
Screening' Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Fax Resumes to
270 759.3005.
WANTED tourneymen, electricians and
helpers tor work in
Murray, KY area
Contact Ed Rice at
812-363-0125

FORMER lawyer moving to area and seeks
prolesekwel change
Monegement leeching
and leadership exponent* Available after
Feb 1 (2190)459-1360
(260)704-1662

CLEANING houses *
my
Call
buelneee
Linde It 71846113

MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
n9.3666
Mole thrt
AN-ROUES. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING iunk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted.
Drum exchange
Maier D Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions.
Plasma, LCD. DIP. &
CRTs Brands by
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zeneri. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
MINOLTA 01 200 digital copier With document feeder. putt over
100k copies. 3 years
old. $850.00.
753-9240
MOVING Sale. House
full of furniture and
appisarices. 2000
Dodge Ram 1500
71.000 miles
731-247-5946
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 1 2
GAMES Now solcVtracied at Wood Electronics
or the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Pncesi 753-0530
commercial
WOLFE
tanning beds
761-3737

Arldes
For Sale
25 trace wildlife prints
Ping
snow leopard
irons,
2006 senior
graphite shafts. Walnut
desk and extension
Gun cabinet baby bed.
Pentium III computer,
753-7419
92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2.575
Wesher 753-4109

oeo

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-1614
FOR sale limited nurnbat of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial HiPory and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Chrtstmes
gifts. Cal
759-4936 or 753-2350
DISH Network 4-roorn
%WON system
America's Top 60
channels for only
$19 91Mno Ebel your
choke of 1.4130.
Cinemax. 9terz, or
ShoeMne FREE to, 3
month* FREE OVA ot
HO upgrade IMINOW
Antenna & Smell%
2511-61101
56/1610US eras**
tor ("Wearies Owner
270-227

7513

Norm Feitlot

111!INinse Fer Sea

LARGE
SELECTION

—OWNER Finance"'
38R 28A. Lot with
barn- $4,000 down,
$585 month. Marshal
County, Highway 60,
close to lake 270-7531011 ask lot Gal.
1990 Southern *g
16x80, excellent condition. located E-15.
Coach Estates.
$13.500. 437-4435
2003 Clayton 16x80
Like new, 31311 28A.
$25,000 080
270-556-1696
AWESOME, Kentucky
Lake Chalet. bud for
your property' Call
nowt! 731-584-9109
BEAUTIFUL 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath with
fireplace. walnut cabinets, black appliances
& much morel Must
seen! 731-564-9429

38,16275 753-6012

(270) 753-1713
Firiteldess

OAK desk, hutch and
chair, excellent condition. only 4 years old.
New eels for $1,1500.
sang for $1,000. CM
293-3166.
SALE on all %imam*
and mattromeel
Carratimy Furniture,
106N 3rd 753-1502
TWIN/ FULL red metal
bunkbed vs/ molasses*. $125 436-2173

/ OR alf WO- new
Murray
downtown
starling at S200/mo
753-4109
11361 apartment Small
Pete allowed. 7534221

SHARP 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath with island in
kitchen, deluxe appliance package only
$39.99511 Land av
abie". 731-584-4926

WARD Et k IN%
For sale or tort '96
16X110 on 6/10 saw
$4501month rent
Rosemary Rano
270-210-4756

$110 per month, Newer
homes only. 492-64611
mobile home lot on
resort. 240 access to
boat ramp Water, electricity. filainig• avail able. $165 per mere
2274406

1 $2bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

REDUCED'
rental
EXCELLENT
property Of starter
home 28R with fenced
in 1/2 we shaded lot
$10,700 753-6012

11510 arriltan( ES

TRAILER for rent in
New Concord area
2811 211A Recently
remodeled. $300
month Available
December 15
270-436-6057
after 4P1.4

21311 mammon meiable. ,at location 1
year Maas, 1 month
doomed no pets
753-2905
41311 28A. all appliances. central WA_ Ask
about move-in free
Coleman RE
days
753-9606
SMALL 1BR apart mats Cable TV and 5
premium chorale* plus
NO speed intemet and
MI Wanes included
except phone $325.
S250 deposit. knee
No
and references
pets 227-0406

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1305 Diuguld

1)n‘c • Morra. k 1

270-753-8556
TDD l-800-545-l833 - Ext. 283
On and Two Redso.orn Apartment.
Central Heat and Au
%writ:awes
ry,

OfIkt. Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
121

Arik BOA
530 Case Inking ve,
plows Gee Excionent
condleon $5 000
750-4063

TAURUS 454 Caeull
$S ha
gaol 10'
bbl 58 MI 753-0033

r MA

%ow awl

MINI-STORAGE
AN Sin Units
Avaltalsto
Wow Mayo
Cam% Dontrot

713-31153

r

CLASSIFIEDS

48• Tuesday. December 5, 21)06

ABSOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTION
DECEMBER 16, 2006 • 10:00 A.M.
LARRY D. PRITCHARD ESTATE
LYNN GROVE,KENTUCKY
861 BROWNS GROVE ROAD
Open House
Tuesday December 5th, 500 p.m. - 700 p.m.

1 111Paass Fa Ma
.
AKC Sruh-Tzu. Unique
colors. $300 males,
$350 females.
731-642-5151,
731-336-1494
AUSSIE pups Red
merles, Iris,
978-1231 or 436-5947
CHRISTMAS puppies.
Red Dachshunds Full
blooded $200 each
270-376-5711
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FULL blooded German
puppies.
Shepherd
$150 firm.
(270)227-4833
JUST in time for
Christmas! CKC.
Boston Terrier puppies
All males $500 each
Six weeks old on
12/17,2006 436-5569

156 Seth Lane
Completely
Remodeted! 48R,
2.58A. 2000+ Sq. FL
Manufactured Home
on 1 acre lot, large
deck.Pnced to sell at
$75,000. See listing
AWM2105 at
www.owners.00C71.
Call for appointment 761-HOME

15% Down Of Purchase Price Day Of Sale With A
Minimum Of $4,000 Down On Lots, Balance In 30
Days With Deed. Make Your Lead Based Paint
Inspections Prior To Auction. 10% Buyer Premium
Added lb Final Bid And Will Be A Part Of The
Contract.
For All Your Auction Needs Contact:
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall - Broker & Auctioneer 270-767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschaHrealestate.com

,,
I

)

ERRY D. PA:';CHALl.
AUCTION

Wednesday, December 13th • 3 p.m.
Location: 136 Karen Faye Lane - Hardin
Frdm 641 proceed east to Hardin, turn left onto "Old
641" proceed to Karen Faye Lane. Watch for signs!!

Selling will be a 24' x 60' doublewide mobile home Vin.
#01341524G. Three bedroom, 11/2 baths. several updates,
situated on two rented lots.

REGISTERED black
and white paint gelding
with a little Arabian
blood $1.000 OBO
761-5709 after 6PM or
293-1320

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
S subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
DUPLEX on Hillwood
Dr. $98,000
270-366-1045
Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth"
(270)759-4218

To contact park owner - Karen Cooheen
@ 270-527-8808

WE Bt t Him sUs

Also selling personal property: refrigerator, stove,
washer/dryer, recliner, sofa & chairs, counter top appliances, pots, pans, cooking utensils, electric heaters, table &
chairs.

Cash or Terms
Call 761-HO1E
46631

An Location.
An Condit'

STEVEN J. BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROT BUNCH - AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

ilft

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
& REALTY CO
.

Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions
PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997

MSU
TO
CLOSE
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
ered
area.
$285/mo unfurnished.
$335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
in
Dr.
Available
January. 270-435-4382
or leave message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $340.00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NICE 2BR duplex.
L0880, no pets.
227-3054
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone ,759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1 -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•ciftl
$1 00 Deposit
IBA $325
2BR $375
Call Today,
753-8868.
Check out the
classifieds at
NNW mortal/ledger

P 0 flo. I7
%lows Y 42041

VERY attractive 28R
IBA. Carport, storage.
Recently renovated
New appliances Side
by side fndge. dw, wd
included. Must see
Call 753-3018
Rearms Fef Rent
VERY large room fo
rent in pleasant house
Full use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone. $285,
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets.227-0406

2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$700 month 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, 1BA, stove.
fridge, Hwy.
280/Scaggs. Rd
270-753-0259
3 bedroom, 1 bath
Appliances,
fenced
backyard, pets welcome. $575 per month
Lease and deposit. Call
492-8089
NEWLY
remodeled
inside A out. New paint,
new carpet, new heat A
arr. 415 S. 10th $425.
38R apartment.
759-4696. 293-3710
in
213R
SMALL
Shores.
Panorama
$295 per month
976-0742

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 416 St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTOFIAGE
•insole climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 story house, con
structed in 2003, 3 bed
rooms. 2 5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call 435-4748

35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
d front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.
40 Acres, well, pond,
7-acres woods, CRP
program, 1-yr. left.
Approx. 33 tendable
753-4487 293-4772
5-15 acre home
building sites. 8
minutes West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738

50 Acres
Lynn Grove
495 ft. read &NNW
ditY 881
3105 Lawrence Rd.

7S3-9132
7534611

rilLco-a

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor work,
teanng down buiklings.
hauling, gutter damning.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.

FSBO: 1626 Farmer
Ave. 3 bedrooms 1 full
bathroom central
heat/air, kitchen appliances included. Priced
in $90s 080. By
appointment only
(270)293-2512
l\l\lI Ill \II
1)1 Itl KI I III

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC or CKC, males
and females, 1st shots
& wormed $2504350.
270-251-0310

JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR:
92.731 Acres In 20 Tracts And Combinations, 3 BR,
2 BA Brick House, Metal Building, 3 BR, 1 BA,
Wood Frame House, Open Land, Wooded Building
Lots, Mini Farms, City Water, Natural Gas, State
Road Frontage.

Murray Ledger & rinws

YAMAHA 650 V-Star
motorcycle.
Classic
Totally
customized.
3,000 miles, excellent
condition. Just in time
for Christmas! Call
270-759-4606 evening.
Auto Ports
'92 Mercury Tracer
Good engone/transmis
sion. Excellent parts
car. $450 060
753-0033
NAlciss
'95 Nissan Pathfinder,
White, 4WD. 270-2520660, 270-293-7491

2005 Toyota Camry
LE, 4 cyl, 31K mi.,
automatic. 4-dr, silver,
pwr doorslocks, 100K
powertrain warranty,
$16,000. 227-2822
'04 Toyota Camry SE
Local, one owner, 20K
miles, garaged. nonsmoker. immaculate,
$16,500
270-435-4714

1996 Dodge Grand
Caravan ES. Loaded,
high miles but runs and
drives great. $2,800
0130. 762-9060
1990 Astro van. $850
Call 759-4853

AFFORDABLE Tree
Service. Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured.
Full line of equipment.
Thanks for your business. Happy Holidays.
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs,
**FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
?crobertsoniavvii.net
Calloway
Trash Service
e AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
S15/140.
761-37411 2934045
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
,,mptitcr he/14111i,S.,14111
II

• tor Itusilics,

550 lwr

270-227-1087
var. tAperit luny

Used Trucks
2001 GMC Sierra SLE
extended cab 2WD,
5.3L, tow package,
white, bed cover.
120,000 miles, excellent condition. $9,500.
270-978-0806.
731-782-3128
99 Ford F-350. single
wheel, power stroke,
6-speed. crew cab.
50.000 on new motor.
$12,000. 293-8728
'96 Chevy Silvered°
Extended cab, loaded,
sharp, one owner.
$5,900. 270-436-6036
1994 Dodge 2500
3/4Ton Cummins
Turbo-Diesel-139,900
miles. Automatic,
Crutse.Power seat,
locks, windows. Bed
liner. Sliding Rear
Window, towing pkg
w/elec.
brake hook-up. A real
workhorse. $6,500 Call 293-0529.
510
Cr/1par*
by
Pursuit
2004
Georgia Boy 35th
Anniversary. 35 foot, 2
slides. generator &
satellite. 10K miles.
Ford V10, $64,900
OBO. 615-355-7607.
615-957-5226

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
In
Specialize
"We
Cleaning'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
"Mobile Homes
-Brick
•All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Photo provided
MES Students Attend International Bazaar: P3 and P4

students from Murray Elementary attended the recent MSU
International Bazaar. They met and talked with international students from more. than 40 countnes. They learned
about the cultures of each country through the performances and activities. Pictured above: Jonathan Hillbrecht
wears a hat made at one of the booths

MOWN NM

NOMSCON1
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday. Dec.6, 2006:
You will need to trust others to
handle more responsibility than
in the past. You simply cannot be
as controlling as you have been.
You have probably learned that
you cannot control anyone but
yourself. Others will do what
they want. Wort closely with an
associate, and you will gain.
Work with family closely, and
everyone will be happier. Trust
in your natural abilities and
instinctive enthusiasm. A move
or a change in your personal life
could come out of the blue. If
you are single. you'll make quite
an impression. You will want a
special kind of bond. Keep that
desire in mind when picking
your next sweetie. If you are
attached, your relationship needs
more balance, more give-andtake. Revitalize your home.
CANCER understands you nearly better than you do.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive. 3-Average: 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** You might be full of
energy. Just the same, sudden
insights flash through your mind
and might even stop you dead in
your tracks. Take some time
alone when possible. You are
working overtime, at least mentally. Tonight: Your home is your
castle.
TAURUS (April 213-May 20)
***** Someone might provoke you to express what you
normally wouldn't. Be sensitive
to the reactions you get, especially if you are being inordinately verbal People reverse gears
suddenly. Tonight: Where the
crowds are.
GEMINI(May 21 shine 20)
*** You cannot be the only
spontaneous person in the
world, and you find out that fact
one more time. Know that you
need to deal with someone
head-on. Diplomacy might help
some. You could have a tendency to overspend. Tonight:
Holiday errands.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Finally, you feel like
yourself. What seemed unrealistic, you suddenly visualize as
possible. Decide to plan the
route to get there. You will be
very happy to hit the bull's-eye. A
trip might have a sudden
change. Tonight. Listen to holiday music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to revise
your thinking and head in a new
direction. You are full of energy
and willing to do something more
inventive or dynamic. Consider
your options more carefully than

you have before. Tonight: Easy
does it.
V1RGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Accept that others will do
what they want even if you talk
until you are blue in the face It
doesn't make any difference.
Your ability to flex and vvork with
others could determine your personal happiness. Tonight Where
the crowds are.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** Others let you know who
they are and what they stand for.
You have no room for wonclenng
or getting wishy-washy, despite a
theme of uproar in your day.
Think positively and make a dtf- •
ference. You are in the limelight,
Tonight: Expect to be out and
about.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** If you can see the big
ptcture, you will be in a much
better place than many of the
you.
around
people
Understanding and empathy can
determine more than you realize.
A child or loved one might act
quirky. Tonight: Follow what you
believe is a great thought'
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Work with others, and
you'll get results that you might
not have anticipated. Be ready tcr
give up preconceived notions
that obviously don't work. Be
positive and nonjudgmental. You
might want to address a concern
with someone at a distance.
Tonight: Be a duo
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** A stapnse might have
you changing your plans, or at
least adjusting your thinking.
Others could be provocative
without intending to. Tonight:
Enjoy change rather than get
stuck in negative thinking.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** A little less play and a little
more focus will serve you well.
Be careful about the change you
get back from a vendor. Money
could easily slip from the careless hand of an Aquarius today
Remain caring despite an ornery
pal. Tonight: Do what relaxes you
most.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your unpredictability
obviously works for you in some
manner, or you wouldn't act that
way. Your creativity emerges in
any difficult situation. Your humor
allows you to relax even if you're
feeling a bit uncomfortable
Tonight: Fun and games.
BORN TODAY
Musician David Brubeck (1920),
musician,
composer
Ira
Gershwin (1896). filmmaker Nick
Park (1958)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/heww.jarquelineblgar.com.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

GFtIE1E111Ir.aGs

you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
.)COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
If

Convierice Prop For Rant
4,700 square feel o
retail
commercial
space 1/2 block west of
court square on Main
Available
Street
February 2007 or sooner if needed. 753-0132
293-6692. 293-7952
OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1.400
KO 400 N. 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca
bon. 753-2905,
293-1480

IRWIN
1 SILVER
MINIATURESchnauzer
pup, female, 4-rnb old.
all shots. 293-1482

HOMESITES. 10 acres
or part, 30 acres or
part. near Murray.
270-227-7913

151 Orlon Court
FSBO. 38R 28A, 2400
Sq.Ft
With 5.5 acres, lust off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central hietc.
sunroom,
Beautiful
deck, basement
Won't last! $199.000
See listing AVVM3005
at %wee owners corn
Call for appointment 761-HOME
FSBO
4 BR, 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183759-1506

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
cutiviartion guaranteed
Cell 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CA1.1. 753-1918
293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair Sagging
floors to leaking roofs
We do N aN Cal Greg
Collins.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk 8 tree wort

JOE'S JOBS

-•:%-4.4.44 •

1.;6-44

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
Times
First Come
First Serve

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
We can

help )on understand your options and make your retirement

Motley work for
401110

Y

Conaider

a

Woodmen of the World IRA for v,mr

rollover

Shsllslccroues
Mid"
IP"mese"
7934741

WOODM EN 11.
theWORLD
moms of Mt

Lit tairata %nen
Oiala Nebula
grim wielm.ag

Firm °Moe

Please
No Phone Calls
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Jason
Johnston swinging an 8-pound
maul at a section of a tree, 52
inches in diameter, which was
removed because it was interfering with power lines on Poplar
Street. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane
Over 370.0(X) pounds of dark
air-cured tobacco were sold Dec.
2 with top-quality leaf selling for
s2.32 per pound on a Murray
floor
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 66-56 over West
Frankfort, Ill., in a basketball
game. High team scorers were Kiki
Cunningham for Calloway and
Miller for West Frankfort.,
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Ellen
Carpenter and Troy Doss, first
graders. autographing a copy of
-Scnbbles," Murray Elementary
School literary magazine while
Deborah Cofer watches The photo
was by Staff Photographer Leone Brumley.
Bill Phillips, a Murray attorney, will perform as a court jester
at the Madrigal Singers Dinner
at Murray State University Dec
8, 9 and 10.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers won 9046 over Fulton County Pilots with
Scott Nix high scorer for the
Laken. Murray Tigers won 7165 over "Mgt; County Wildcats
with Mark West high scorer for
the Tigers.
.50 years ago
Murray An Guild is holding
an open house today from 1:30
to 5 p.m. at the art gallery at
ii13 N. Sixth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Falwell were
presented Kentucky Colonel certificates by State Rep. Kenneth
C Imes at their golden wedding

anniversary reception on Nov. 28.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Lady Tigers woo
44-14 Fulton City with high scorers being Tammy Boone for Tigers
and Taylor for Fulton City: Calloway Lady Lakers lost 74-71 to
Lone Oak Purple Flash with high
scorers being Marilyn McKenzie for Lakers and Moore for
Lone Oak.
40 years ago
The National Science Foundation has granted $81.000 to Murray State University to conduct
two science institutes next summer, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of MSU
Betsy Sprunger, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger of
Murray. has been elected as Miss
Murray State University in a campus election.
Murray State University Racers won 121-65 over Georgia"'
Southern with Herb McPherson
high scorer for the Racers.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ricknian,
Nov. 23, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Lamb, Dec. 1
50 years ago
Published is an article on the
acreage and poundage program
for tobacco, written by Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Pvt. Andrea: Jackie Burkeen
is taking a special eight weeks
carpenters' course at Fort Leonard
Wood. Mo., after having completed basic training at Fort Chaffin. Ark.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Collins.
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual ha,aar on Dec.
7 at the club house

DEAR ABBY: I want 'Short
on Intimacy,' the wife in her
20s with no sex life (10/26).
to know that she is not the
only wife out there who has
this problem_ I wish you could
have heard some of the wild
excuses my husband made about
he
why
Couldn't have
sex. We have
in
been
counseling
for months
because of
this.
I think it
is so hard for
Dear mby us women
because
men
other
By Abigail
are always*
Van Buren
talking about
wanting sex, and ow husbands
may even be acting like they
want it. And then, when we
get home, sex is the furthest
thing from their minds.
Through counseling, I have
realized that "why" may never
be answered. The bottom-line
question is. Can I live the rest
of my life this way or not? - NO ANSWERS IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR NO ANSWERS:
Only you can answer that. You
were generous to share your
own experience on this personal and sensitive subject -- and
so were countless others who
aired their views. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: In response
to the young woman who doesn't understand why her husband
isn't interested in sex. I applaud
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Todaidnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 5. the
i39th day of 2006. There are 26
,Lays left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 5. 1933. national Prohibition came to an end as Utah
ticcame the 36th state to ratify
lhe 21st Amendment to the Con,taution, repealing the 18th AmendFaent.
On this date:
In 1776, the first scholastic
iraternity in America. Phi Beta
13

E-3 le Et I._

Kappa, was organized at the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg. Va.
In 1791, composer Wolfgang
Amackus Mozart died in Vienna,
Austria, at age 35
In 1792. George Washington
was re-elected president, John
Adams was re-elected vice president.
In 1831. former President John
Quincy Adams took his seat as a
member of the U.S. House of
Representatives.

In 1848. President Polk triggered the Gold Rush of '49 by
confirming that gold had been discovered in California
In 1932, German physicist
Albert Einstein was granted a visa,
making it possible for him to travel to the United States.
In 1955. the Amencan Federation of Labor and the Congress
of Industrial Organizations merged
to form the AFL-C10 under its
first president. George Meany.
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your reply However, in addiDEAR DR. GOTT: I am sad Soso ot sesey phytaciana
tion to seeing a therapist. I
76 years old, and in the last — hone to do with rebertas
think that man should consult
yen- I Lave developed moles psis awl selloms that we all
his family doctor.
or brown spots on my beck, wish to avoid whoa the end is
My husband suffers from
neck and in my hair They itch Deaf
clinical depression as well as
Thank you for writing I
and are raised My doctor Just
adult-diagnosed ADD. I strugpooh-poohs me and ckiesn't give appreciate your support ot my
gled for years with the same
use any sat- poleaxe I hope seer reedits
questions she asked, until he
isfaction to will ober See views I as es:
started being treated for his disques- *Sag God. but I believe Set
my
orders. Things are improving.
tions
the sedical proteeeme hie ibe
-- STILL WORKING ON IT,
DEAR reemeediebty to ales peises
WINCHESTER. IND.
READER: to die (wheat So Ise comme)f
DEAR ABBY: The first 10
Rather than with dignity mid is ometoet. b;
years of my marriage, my husputting you this sense. we we truly workband had a low sex drive and
off,
your ing with the creator to do good
truernuttent impotency. During
doctor
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am'
a blood screening it was disshould fol- interested in finding informacovered that his testosterone
low up on non and help tot my son, who
level was about 20 percent of
your
skin has been diagnosed wish an
By
where it should be for an adult
problem by enlarged spleen. a cyst on his
Dr.
Peter
Gott
male The medication he now
referring you liver approximately 2 nullone- ;
takes may have saved our marto a dermatologist. You need a ten in size I the doctor says be:
riage, and it definitely saved
0.ia1ist who will take your feels sure it Is a benign water •
ow sex life. This was someconcerns seriously.
cyst) and pancreantas The doc- ,
thing neither of us had heard
To give you related infor- tot has my son on a hquediselt
of before. -- HAPPIER NOW
mation. I am sending you a diet Ni' medications st this 1,
IN ARIZONA
copy of my Health Report -Med- point in time
DEAR ABBY: I could have
DEAR READER: I cannot'
ical Specialists
written that letter. I would put
DEAR DR.GOTT:I'm writ- respond to your request with-:
on lingerie and try to seduce
ing i first time ever) concern- out more information For exam-'
my husband. Still nothing Of
pie. how old is your son' Why
ing end-of-life decisions: My
course, I became horribly insehusband and I are devout, prac- did he undergo testing ot hi.
cure and thought something was
ticing Catholics We have many spleen? It so, what was the;
wrong with me. When we went
religious vocations in our fain- testuig7 An ultrasound' What are for counseling, my husband
ihes. Five are nuns and my broth- his symptoms/ This informafinally admitted he didn't need
er is a Jesuit priest. I agree tion is critical. For example, it
me for sex because he had been
with you on end of life deci- he is 17 years old and has
'satisfying' himself It stemmed
fatigue and swollen Oasis. I'd
sions.
from huge issues he has with
DEAR READER: Your let- check him for mononucleosis.
intimacy.
In contrast, if he is 67 and•
hundreds I received
Your advice was right on. ter, like
about quality-of-life issues, rein- healthy. I'd disregard the lab':
Counseling is needed so she
forces my belief that most reli- findings and concentrate on how
won't blame herself frit his
gious patients are "not as con- the pancreatins was diagnosed...
problem. -- BEEN THROUGH
cerned about dying as they are The liser cyst is probably unimIT IN CALIFORNIA
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getting there." one patient told portant in any case
DEAR ABBY: I have been
I suggest that you and your
me. Whether a person believes
married 12 years. We have two
in God or not affects his or son meet with the doctor to
wonderful children. My husher attitude about when to die review and discuss the health
band was a virgin when we
issues I believe this is the mood
and how.
married, which I attributed to
direct
and useful approach
my
concerns
—
In
contrast,
his shyness and uptight upbringing. I was optimistic. though,
and thought in time he'd learn
to appreciate sex and get into
it, but he never did.
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Soap star Stause
interviewed on
Roundabout Murray
Special to the Ledger
Chrishell Stause, Murray State alumnus and star of ABC's
"All My Children," comes back to the MSU TV-11 'studio
where she began building her television experience, but this
time she's the interviewee.
Jim Carter asks hr what it's really like working on the
set of a soap opera with stars like Susan Lucci and also
about her two-day visit to MSU. She talks about her•Murray State days, what she misses most, and gives -advice for
other students who may want to follow the same path she
took.
Asa student at MSU. Stause took part in many productions in the department of theatre and dance and stays in
contact with David Balthrop, Chair of the MSU Department of'Theatre and Dance.
Also joining the show is Dr. Dewey Yeatts, MSU Chief
of Facilities Operations and Associate Vice President for
Facilities Management. He will talk about the prestigious
award he received for his layout and design of the MSU
Wellness Center. He talks about the cOnstruction process
for the Center, as well as evaluate the success and health
trenefits the Center has brought the entire MSU community.
• Roundabout Murray airs on Tuesdays and Fridays on
MSU TV-11 at 6 p.m. Roundabout Murray also airs on
CW, Wednesday nights at 11:30 , on New Wave in Murray (Channel 19) Wednesdays at noon and 5 p.m., Sundays
at 8 a.m. and noon; in Hopkinsville (Channel 10) Wednesdays and Fridays at 4 p.m. and Thursdays at 10 p.m., and
on Murray Electric (Channel 15) Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
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Iraq Study
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On Wednesday at I p.m..
WKMS 91.3 FM offers a onehour special discussing the
release of the long-awaited findings from the Iraq Study Group.
Join Talk of the Nation host
Neal Conan to hear what their
report says should be done about
Iraq. Former Secretary of State
James Baker and former Democratic congressman Lee Hamilton lead the bipartisan group,
which was assigned to. accomplish a forward-looking assessment of the current and prospective situation on the ground in
Iraq, its impact on the 'surrounding region, and its consequences on United States
interests.
WKMS is Murray State University's listener supported public radio service at 91.3 FM.
The station also airs on 92.1
FM. Paducah. 99.5 FM, Paris,
Tennessee: and 101.5 FM,
Madisonville, and online at
wkms.org, where the station
offers extensive web resources
regarding its programming and
more. For further information
call 800-599-4737.
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Mary J. Blige poses with her awards at the Billboard Music Awards in Las Vegas, Monday.

Blige, Brown big winners
at Billboard Music Awards

• -4

LAS VEGAS (AP) — An
R&B veteran and a young
upstart won big Monday night
at the 2006 Billboard Music
Awards.
Chris Brown, a 17-year-old
lothario who calls his music
"Hip-Hop with a swagger."
claimed new artist of the year,
male of artist of the year and
artist of the year awards.
Newcomers Rihanna and
idol-turned-country star Carrie
Underwood also walked away
with high honors at the twohour show aired live from the
MGM Grand in Las Vegas.
But it was a seasoned artist
that took home the most honors. R&B diva Mary J. Blige's
comeback album, "The Breakthrough," delivered nine awards
to the 35-year-old singer, including .R&B/Hip-Hop artist of the
year, female R&B artist of the
year and R&B/Hip-Hop .album
of the year.
The album debuted at the
top of the Billboard charts in
December 2005 and has sold
2.6 million copies since.
Bilge. in white go-go boots
and a sparkly mini-dress, rocked
the fa house by belting out
a medley of her "Enough Crying" and "Take me as 1 am."
Blige said she's already
reached the pinnacle of her
career by enduring personal
struggles that once led her to
sing hopefully about having
"no more drama" in her life.
"I've realized if I don't (love)
myself, nobody will. Nobody
is going to love me more than
I do," Blige told reporters after
the show.
It was an 18-year-old from
Barbados that edged out Blige
and Beyonce for the top
songstress honor.
"I really can't feel my legs,
this is phenomenal." said Rihanna as she accepted the award
for best female artist of the
year award. "That was a real-

ly tough category.

Janet Jackson opened the
show with a nod to the old
and the new. Sporting a short
bob haircut and a belly-baring
white turtleneck sweater that
offered no chance of wardrobe
malfunction. Jackson performed
her 1980s classic, "The Pleasure Principle," mixed into "So
Excited," a single from her
2006 comeback album, "20
The telecast did not, however, feature Tinseltown's duo
du jour — heiress Paris Hilton
and mom-gone-wild Britney
Spears. After their recent binge
of late-night partying, it was
reported that the new best
friends would be co-hosting
the show. But neither appeared
and the show went on without a host, a lineup of presenters filling in to move things
along.
Country crossover Carrie
Underwood's "Some Hearts"
won both country album and
album of the year. The "American Idol" winner was named
female country artist of the
year.
Atlanta rapper T.I. took home
rap artist of the year and rap
album of the year for his fourth
solo album, "King," which
debuted at No. I on the Billboard albums chart in March.
Canadian rockers Nickelback's "All the Right Reasons,"
won rock album of the year
and artist-duo/group of the year.

The hand closed the show jamming to "Looking for some

Touch," with Kid Rock and
ZZ Top.
Gwen Stefani and Black
Eyed Peas lead singer Fergie,
both with solo efforts this year,
also performed.
Las Vegas natives The Killers
hacked out of a performance
because bandmember Brandon
Flowers was ill, the group.said.
Crooner Tony Bennett was
honored with the Billboard Century Award, a lifetime achievement award.
Bennett timed his release of
"Duets: An American Classic"
— featuring Bono, Stevie Wonder, Paul McCartney, Barbra
Streisand and other musical
big-timers — to his 80th birthday. The September release has
become the best-selling album
of his 50-plus-year recording
career.
But it was largely a night
ruled by the young and restless.
"I'm 17. That's crazy, it's
mind-boggling," said Brown.
"My mom, she still keeps me
humble. She tells me to take
out the trash, ya know, clean
my room."
The Billboard Awards are
given to the year's chart-topping artists. Winners are determined by the magazine's yearend chart listings, which are
based on record sales and airplay.
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